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ABSTRACT
In the paper, Wald's Sequential Probability Ratio test
for a Bernoulli parameter is studied to assess the influence
of truncation on the true probabilities of error of the first
and second kind. It is shown that a natural truncation point
exists for every SPR test such that the desired error proba-
bilities are not exceeded. Extended acceptance rules were
described whose use allows truncation comparatively early
when certain sample sizes are picked. The true error proba-
bilities achieved are either both smaller or equal to the
desired ones or one is smaller or equal and the other is
exceeded. In the latter case, that probability of error that
shall not be exceeded can be chosen and the other will be
as small as possible. A listing of 126 SPR plans useful in
quality control applications has been included which gives
all described truncation points with the applicable acceptance
rules and the values for the true probabilities of error.
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I. INTRODUCTION
In the field of statistical quality control, a possible
way to assure quality is acceptance sampling by attributes.
One objective is to keep inspection costs low and still
assure the defined level of quality. Lowering inspection
costs often goes hand in hand with reducing the sample size
of the test. Several types of sampling plans have been
developed, one of which is A. Wald's Sequential Probability
Ratio plan. Whereas other sampling plans have fixed sample
sizes, the maximum number of samples that have to be drawn
in a sequential sampling plan is unbounded. This problem
does not occur only in quality control, but also in other
fields, and various approaches have been undertaken to over-
come this disadvantage.
Although Wald suggested a way of truncating and redefining
the acceptance criterion, he warned that this will change the
envisioned protection against errors [Ref. 1]. Some more
recent papers describe methods of how to determine useful
properties of sample size in sequential tests, as do Aroian
[Ref. 2] for truncated and Corneliussen and Ladd [Ref. 3] for
untruncated sequential tests for the binomial distribution.
Aroian suggested and Corneliussen and Ladd actually used




In this paper, we shall investigate two ways of
truncating Wald's Sequential Probability Ratio test for a
Bernoulli parameter. The first way fixes both probabili-
ties of error in advance of desired levels and assures that
they are met. This conforms with Wald's approach to
sequential sampling. The second way fixes and assures only
the probability of one error, either a or B, and allows
the other to be adjusted. The objective is in either case
to cut down on maximum necessary sample size. Simple and
later on more generated extended acceptance rules at the
truncation point are considered. The results of this paper
will be presented as a display of usable truncation values
for members of a broad class of sequential sampling plans
which could occur in quality control.
We will proceed through the study in the following steps:
The next chapter is an outline of Wald's Sequential Proba-
bility Ratio test for a Bernoulli parameter. It includes
the general procedure of the test, compares planned error
probabilities with truly obtained ones, describes the test
by a sequential-sampling chart, and gives an analysis of
how the probabilities of acceptance accumulate.
The third chapter deals with truncating Wald's sequential
test where both error probabilities are fixed in advance.
The acceptance rule applied throughout the chapter is that
at the truncation point all continue-sampling outcomes are
8
added to the rejection region. The chapter's result is
the finding of a natural truncation point.
In Chapter IV, we truncate and use an extended acceptance
region by including the closest continue-sampling outcome
at the truncation point. All other outcomes are again added
to the rejection region. We will define this simple extended
(h1 -1) acceptance rule and then analyze the now relevant
accumulation of acceptance probabilities. From this, a
necessary condition is described to get true error proba-
bilities that do not exceed the planned ones. The defini-
tion of optimal truncation where only one error probability
is fixed in advance will be brought up. At the end of the
chapter, formulae to calculate optimal truncation points
for use with the simple extended acceptance rule are derived.
Chapter V generalizes the concept of extended acceptance
rules at truncation points, and provides an outline of
problems that arise when optimal truncation is to be
achieved. A way to overcome these problems is discussed.
The last chapter is a comprehensive outline of the study
and gives all obtained results together with an example.
The reader whose main interest is application of the results
may directly turn to Chapter VI.
Appendix A tabulates values for optimal and natural
truncation points for some sequential plans useful in
quality control.
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II. WALD'S SEQUENTIAL PROBABILITY RATIO TEST
Consider a test for a Bernoulli parameter p where the
null hypothesis is p = p0 and the alternative is p = pl.
The probabilities of errors of the first and second kind
are a and 8, respectively. Wald [Ref. 1] developed a
sequential procedure for this kind of test. It will be
described in the following sections.
A. THE GENERAL METHOD
In a Wald sequential plan, samples of size 1 are drawn
sequentially and after the nth sample has been inspected, a
probability ratio of value rn is calculated. Then a decision
about the outcome of the test is made by comparing the
probability ratio value rn against two test-plan specific
values A and B as follows:
* If rn > A then stop sampling and accept the null
hypothesis,
* if rn < B then stop sampling and reject the null
hypothesis, and
* if B < rn < A then continue sampling.
Wald proposed to assign in practice A the value (1-8)/
and B the value 0/(1-c). At the same time, he pointed out
that with those values, the planned error probabilities a
and a are not exactly met.
10
B. PLANNED AND TRUE ERROR PROBABILITIES
Some truncation rules that we bring up in this paper
make use of appreciable differences between planned and
truly achieved error probabilities. In these truncated
plans, the differences as they occur in Wald's untruncated
sequential tests are reduced as much as possible while still
satisfying the stated risks.
Wald has shown that, with his test procedure, one needs
only worry about three combinations of all possible ways
true error probabilities (a', 8') can differ from the
planned a and 8 [Ref. 1, p. 44-46]:
Either (1) a' < a and 8' < 8
or (2) a' < a and 8' > a
or (3) a' > a and 8' < 8.
Am
For use in a test plan, the true risk combination (1) is
satisfactory in that the planned error probabilities will
never be exceeded. In combinations (2) and (3), however,
one of the true error probabilities will exceed its planned
value while the other will not.
Wald pointed out that although the planned error proba-
bilities are exceeded, the difference is insignificant for
practical purposes. Accordingly, as we deal with the appli-
cation of sequential plans, this assurance is used to include
[ _ ,
combinations (2) and (3) into combination (1) and say:
although one of the true error probabilities may be greater
than planned, since the difference is insignificant, we may
treat it as it they were equal.
Besides the general description of Wald plans, a
graphical representation of sequential sampling plans will
prove helpful. This representation will be given in the
following section.
C. DESCRIPTION BY SEQUENTIAL-SAMPLING CHART
In the field of quality control, the sequential-sampling
chart is used as a tool to implement Wald's Sequential
Probability Ratio test. It describes sequential sampling
as a special random walk in two dimensions. In this study,
the chart is used to clarify concepts and notation. The
chart shown in Figure 1 does not represent a specific plan
but rather an illustrative example.
In the notion of a sequential sampling plan as a random
walk, each possible outcome of the test process is defined
by the sample number n together with the value of the
process at n, denoted by X(n). (The value of the process
can be illustrated for the case when the outcome of each
single inspection is classified as good or bad: X(n)
represents the number of bad items that were found among
the total of n items inspected.) The two limit lines which,
































region from the rejection and acceptance region, respectively,
are described by
X(n) = h2 + sn
and
X(n) = -h1 + sn
where hi, h2 and s are plan parameters.
Once the process crosses the upper limit line, rejection
of the null hypothesis will follow. The value of the pro-
cess at the sample number n, X(n), can take on integer
values such that X(n) = i, i = 0, 1, 2, ..., n. As the
test proceeds, it is possible that a decision to accept
the null hypothesis takes place. For that, it is necessary
that the process crosses the acceptance limit line while
having a certain process value X(n) = i. Depending on the
value of the slope s, not all values of n represent possible
points where acceptance can occur. Let us denote the sample
number n at which acceptance can occur for X(n) = i by Ai
and call these sample number values acceptance points. This
means that we have acceptance points at n = A0 , A1 , A2,
and, starting from A0 , these points partition the sample
number axis in disjoint intervals [Ai, Ai+l-1 ], which we
shall denote as [Ai, Ai+l). The intervals will be of nearly
equal size.
14
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D. ANALYSIS OF ACCEPTANCE PROBABILITIES
The objective of this study is to find truncation points
for sequential test plans for Bernoulli parameters, and to
assess their compliance with the desired specifications.
Judgment will be made on the ground of how close the true
error probabilities a' and 6' are to the desired ones a and S.
Subsequently we will calculate $' directly as the probability
of accepting the null hypothesis when the alternative
hypothesis is true. The value for a' will be obtained by
assessing (1-a'), the probability of accepting the null
hypothesis when it is in fact true. We will analyze in
this section how these two probabilities of acceptance
accumulate over the course of the test.
In the last section, we saw that the sample number axis
may be divided into intervals [0, A0), [A0 , A1), [A1 , A2),
where the Ai are the acceptance points of the plan. Now we
associate with each of the acceptance points A. an uncon-
ditional termination probability that the test will terminate
at Ai with an acceptance decision. The sum of the termina-
tion probabilities associated with all Ai's is the probability
to accept the null hypothesis as it represents all possible
ways to achieve acceptance in an untruncated Wald sequential
sampling plan.
Analogous to the above, the sum of termination probabili-
ties associated with acceptance points that have values
is
less than or equal to n is the probability of accepting the
null hypothesis when at most n samples are drawn. We will
denote this acceptance probability by Pa (n). To indicate
under which assumption the probability was calculated, we
will write P a (n [H0) if the null hypothesis is true, or
P a(nIH ) if the alternative is true.
The following statements about the probability of
acceptance when at most n samples can be drawn are true:
(i) Since h1 > 0, P a(0) = 0.
(ii) As n is enlarged, Pa (n) never decreases but increases
at the acceptance points AO, A1, A,.
(iii) For all n in the interval [Ai, A i+l) Pa (n) = Pa (Ai)
With truncation at n, and rejecting there if we have not
accepted at an acceptance point,
(iv) Pa(nIH 0) = (1-a') and
(v) Pa(nfHI ) = s', where the primes refer to true error
probabilities.
Figures 2 and 3 depict the accumulation of the two
probabilities Pa(nlHo) and Pa(nlHl), respectively, for an
arbitrary sequential probability ratio plan. The ordinate
values were calculated by means of a computer algorithm. The
algorithm accounts for rejection as well as acceptance, i.e.,
only sampling developments are considered that lie between
16
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the acceptance and rejection limit lines until absorption
in the acceptance region occurs.
In Section B of this chapter, we investigated combina-
tions of differences between planned and true error
probabilities. There we said that for our application
purposes only the combination a' < a and 8' < 8 will be
relevant as an outcome of an untruncated sequential sampling
plan. The combination can equivalently be stated as
(1 - a') > ( a)
and
O' <8
For any test plan that we truncate at the sample number n,
we have by definition
Pa(nJH 0) = 1 - a'
and
Pa(nH I) = 8'
Suppose that we let n approach infinity, i.e., we do not
restrict the plan at all. Then we can write symbolically





From Pa(coIH 0 ) > (1 - a) follows that there must be one or
more values for n for which Pa(nIHo) > (1 - a). We will
denote the smallest of those sample number values by no, i.e.,
Pa(n 0fH 0 ) > (1 - ) ,
such that Pa (nIH0) < (1 - a) whenever n < nO. The accumula-
tion of Pa(nIH 0) as the value ofn is increased can be
observed in Figure 2.
Consider in turn the probability of accepting the null
hypothesis when in fact it is false and the alternative is
true. Here, as n increases, the true error probability is
smaller than or equal to the planned one (8' < 8), and thus
possible values for Pa(nIH 1 ) are such that 0 < Pa(nIH 1 ) < 8
Hence for control of type II error, it is not necessary to
specify a certain sample number in the sense that we defined
n when the null hypothesis was true. Rather the planned
error probability a will not be exceeded regardless of the
value that n assumes.
Figure 3 shows an example of the case where the
acceptance probability Pa(n lH1 ) approaches in magnitude the
neighborhood of the number 8 = 0.1 as the sample number
increases.
20
We have seen now how the probabilities of acceptance
for our two special cases behave in general. This yields
a remarkable but simple result that will be explained
in the course of the next chapter.
21
III. TRUNCATING THE SEQUENTIAL PROBABILITY RATIO TEST
Wald spent some effort on the problem of truncating
his test procedure. He warns that [Ref. 1, p. 61]:
By truncating the sequential process at the nth
trial we shall, however, change the probability of
error of the first and second kind.
We will see in this chapter that for all sequential
sampling plans there exists a truncation point at which
neither of the two specified error probabilities will be
exceeded. In the chapter that follows, we will look for a
way to truncate even earlier than that. There, however,
we will have to allow most of the time some decrease in
protection against the one or the other error.
A. EXISTENCE OF A NATURAL TRUNCATION POINT
We claim that for every sequential probability ratio
sampling plan for a Bernoulli parameter, a sample number n
can be found at which the plan can be truncated and yet the
specified error probabilities a and 8 are met. We will call
this sample number n0 the natural truncation point of the
plan, since there is no reason to continue sampling beyond
that point. The decision at the truncation point will be:
If no acceptance has taken place up to and at the sample
number n0, then reject the null hypothesis.
The support for the claim follows the outline of the
last section where we analyzed the acceptance probabilities.
22
During the test process the probability of acceptance
increases only at acceptance points A0, A1, A2' ....
With the null hypothesis true, the probability of acceptance
Pa(nlH 0 ) will equal or exceed the level (1 - a) at higher
sample numbers. The smallest value of n for which this is
true will be the natural truncation point nO.
We do not really need to consider here the probability
of acceptance with the alternative hypothesis true because
this probability P a (nIH I) will at most insignificantly be
greater than 8. There remains to say that a still better
result than the one given by natural truncation can be
obtained when one alters the acceptance rule. Our goal
is to cut down on necessary sample size even below the
natural truncation point and still achieve as good a pro-
tection against errors as before. In cases where this is
still not enough, we may allow one or the other error
probability to increase but then always the true error
probabilities shall be assessed.
23
IV. A SIMPLE EXTENDED ACCEPTANCE RULE
Up to now, the way by which we deciced in a truncated
sequential sampling plan whether to accept or to reject was
that if no decision was made after the last sample was
examined we rejected the null hypothesis. From here on,
slightly more complicated acceptance rules will be allowed.
They will be applied for decisions when the outcome of the
final inspection would again lead to "continue sampling."
A rule to include one or more of continue-sampling outcomes
into the acceptance region will be called an extended
acceptance rule.
A. DEFINITION OF THE ACCEPTANCE RULE
Reaching back to the graphical representation of the
sequential-sampling chart as well as to our analysis of
acceptance probabilities gives the basis for the following
development. Let the natural truncation point n0 be
identical to the acceptance point Ak. Consider any sample
number interval [Ai, Ai+l), i = 0, 1, 2, ..., (k-2), i.e.,
an interval where the acceptance point Ai is greater or equal
to A0, and Ai+ 1 is strictly smaller than the natural
truncation point Ak. In such intervals, the acceptance
decision can take place only at the acceptance number Ai, as
was shown previously, and the decision to accept can be made
24
only if the value of the sampling process X(n) at A. is
1
X(Ai) i.
Suppose that the result of the Aith sample tells us to
continue sampling but the test is to be truncated at that
sample number. If the outcome in the continue-sampling
region is such that the process value is X(Ai) = i + 1
(the outcome closest to the acceptance region), then we will
accept the null hypothesis. Otherwise, we will reject it.
This acceptance rule will be called the (h- 1) rule since
the final decision under this rule for a plan with plan
parameter h1 is the same as the final decision made with
the non-extended acceptance rule but for a plan whose
acceptance line intercept with the ordinate is (h! - 1).
(This is shown in Figure 4 by the dashed line.) We demon-
strated the rule for a value of n equal to the acceptance
point Ai but the rule can be applied for all sample numbers
in the interval [Ai, Ai + 1 . Figure 4 shows schematically
the assignment of sampling outcomes to the acceptance and
rejection regions.
B. ACCEPTANCE PROBABILITIES INSIDE INTERVALS
In Chapter II, we worked with the overall picture of the
sequential-sampling chart. Now we must have a close-up look r
at it.
The intervals [Ai, Ai + i) , i = 1, 2, 3, ..., defined by









The points B,C,D and E represent the sampling outcomes of
the continue-sampling region at the truncation point. Out-
come B is described as the closest, outcome E as the
farthest from the acceptance region. The (h,-1) acceptance
rule assigns B to the acceptance region (shown by "a") and
C,D and E to the rejection region (shown by "r").
Figure 4 - SCHEME FOR ASSIGNING SAMPLING OUTCOMES AT THE
TRUNCATION POINT (SIMPLE EXTENDED ACCEPTANCE RULE)
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number axis. We are going to study the development of the
probabilities of acceptance to get a picture of the effects
that extending the acceptance rule will have on the
probabilities and hence on the probabilities of errors.
The intervals under consideration are only those that
contain sample numbers smaller than the natural truncation
point.
Figure 5 is an enlarged portion from a sequential-
sampling chart. It will be needed for the derivation that
follows. (It is a characteristic of charts used in quality
control that the intervals [Ai, Ai + 1) are quite large.
Plans where the acceptance points are very close together
or even adjacent may not give the results that will be
derived in the following part of the paper.)
Earlier in the text, we defined Pa (n) to be the
probability of accepting the null hypothesis when at most
n samples can be drawn. There a non-extended acceptance
rule was in use. Now we denote with Pa (n) the acceptance
probability that refers to the truncation under the simple
extended (h1 - 1) acceptance rule. When we define a third
probability, namely the probability that the sampling
process reaches the lattice point (n, X(n) = j), to be
P[X(n) = j], then the extended probability of acceptance for
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The lattice points that the test process is able to reach
are represented by black dots. The sample number nt shows
the chosen truncation point. The acceptance points are Ai
and Ai+ I




Pa '(A) - Pa (Ai) + P[X(Ai) = i + 1], i = 0, 1, 2 . (1)
Consider now that instead of Ai we truncate the sampling
process at a sample number ni inside the interval [Ai, Ai + 1)
and stay with the extended acceptance rule. There the proba-
bility of acceptance becomes
Pa '(ni) = Pa (Ai) + P[X(ni) = i + 1) . (2)
The probability that appears as the second part of the sum
can be written as
n. - A.
P[X(ni) = i + 1] P(X(A i ) = i + 1](1 - p) 1 1 (3)
since in order for the process to have the value i + 1 at
the sample number n = ni it must be that the process already
had this value at n = A. Here, p represents the true
Bernoulli parameter. The second factor (1 - p)ni - Ai
follows from the fact that it takes the process (ni - Ai)
failures to move from Ai to ni .
The obtained probability (3) is a decreasing function in
hi, and thus as we choose truncation points further out in
the [Ai, Ai + 1) interval, the total probability of acceptance
Pa '(ni) will decrease. Using (3), (2) becomes
n. - A.
Pa '(n) = Pa (A.) + P[X(Ai) i + 1](1 - p) i i
29
. . . .i
We notice that if we allow ni  Ai+l, then P a '(n) = Pa (Ai +
Now we are ready to work toward a conclusion. Since
Ai + 1 is strictly smaller than the natural truncation point,
applying the non-extended acceptance rule with the null
hypothesis H0 true all acceptance probabilities obtainable
up to Ai + 1 will be smaller than (1 - a). Equivalently with
the alternative hypothesis H1 true the probability of
acceptance will be smaller or equal to the planned error
probability 0.
Once again we look at the case where the null hypothesis
is true. Suppose that truncating at the acceptance point Ai
under the simple extended (hI - 1) acceptance rule yields a
total probability of acceptance that exceeds the value (1 - a),
i.e.,
Pa (AiIH ) > 1 - ai
However, for a truncation point ni inside the interval
[Ai, Ai + I) the total acceptance probability
P a'(ni) approaches Pa(Ai i
as
ni approaches Ai + 1I
Together with the fact that
30
Pa (Ai + 1 Ho) <1 -
it must be that for rational values of n we are able to find
a sample number ni that will give us a probability of
acceptance such that
Pa (nijH 0) = -ai.
Let us integerize by cutting off decimal values and call the
result ni. This number will be a truncation point in the
interval [Ai, Ai + 1) that yields the closest value a' to the
planned error probability a while not exceeding a. Figure 6
explains the derivation graphically.
In a similar manner the closest value to the desired
probability of error of the second kind, 8, can be found.
Using the simple extended acceptance rule (h- 1) and
truncating at the sample number ni will yield the total
acceptance probability Pa' (nilH). As ni increases through
the interval the value of Pa' (niIHl) will decrease. So, when
Pa(Ai + 1 1HI) is strictly smaller than 8, we are able to find
a smallest sample number ni  for which it is still true that
Pa'(ni ) < 8
The sample number ni represents the earliest possible
truncation point in the interval that will still assure the
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The graph shows the accumulated acceptance probability
over the interval [AIA ,,) when H, is true and the simple
extended acceptance rule is applied (upper curve). Values
shown are for the test H,:p=0.005, Hj:p=0.05, .=0.05, 4=0.1.
For comparison the acceptance probability when the simple
extended acceptance rule is not applied is shown (lower
curve). Using the upper curve and choosing n as a trunc-
ation point yields a true error probability .4'which is
closest to .C without exceeding it.
Figure 6 - ACCUMULATED ACCEPTANCE PROBABILITY W3ITH THE
SIMPLE EXTENDED ACCEPTANCE RULE (NULL HYPOTHESIS TRUE)
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The graph shows the accumulated acceptance probability over
the interval (A.,A,) for the test in Firgure 6 when Hs is
true and the simple extended acceptance rule is applied
(upper curve). For comparison the probability when the
rule is not applied is shown (lower curve). Using the
upper curve and choosing flj- 4 as a truncation point yields
a true error probability ('which is closest to P3 without
exceeding it.
Figure 7 - ACCUTMATED ACCEPTANCE PROBABILITY WITH THE
SIIMPLE EXTENDED ACCEPTAN4CE RULE (ALTER14ATIVE TRUE)
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Note that it need not be that the extended probability
of acceptance for the left side interval limit point,
Pa (AijHI), is greater than or equal to 6. If it is not
greater than 0 then it is clear that ni -A.
Also note that with H0 true we have not talked about the
smallest sample number that allows us to hold the error
probability a but rather we talked about the largest sample
size ni that would do that. Obviously the smallest sample
number for that purpose would likewise be equal to Ai but
this definition would not be useful. Under an extended
acceptance rule the true error probability 0' will be much
smaller and hence more favorable when we move further out in
the interval.
Up to here we looked at the truncation points ni and ni
separately. What happens to the true error probability $'
when we truncate at the sample number ni? Conversely, what
happens to a' when we truncate at ni ? One can think of two
possibilities:
(i) Both of the planned error probabilities are satisfied or
(ii) only one is satisfied and the other is exceeded.
In the following two sections we will investigate both
possibilities.
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C. HOLDING BOTH PLANNED ERROR PROBABILITIES
We showed in the last section that when the necessary
assumptions to use the simple extended acceptance rule are
satisfied the two special sample numbers ni and ni can be
found for each interval leftward of the natural truncation
point. At sample number n. we are assured that when we
truncate there the allowed error probability a will not be
exceeded. This is the largest sample number that has this
**
property in the interval. Similarly, ni is the smallest
sample number for which a is not exceeded. Thus, if ni < ni
for the interval [A, Ai + i) , then we will have both planned
error probabilities not exceeded when we truncate at a sample
number n such that n< < n < ni.1
For the experimenter the sample number ni is the most
favorable as it gives him the smallest required maximum
sample size in the range of the considered interval while
both planned error probabilities are met. When one looks at
the computed results of truncation points in Appendix A, one
can see that a great number of sequential sampling plans have
at least one interval where ni is smaller or equal to ni -
Those intervals are listed under "Hold Alpha and Beta."
However, sometimes no such truncation points exist. For
intervals closest to the natural truncation point this may
be the case when at the natural truncation point the true
error probability 8' is not strictly smaller than 8.
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D. OPTIMAL TRUNCATION WITH ONE ERROR FIXED
We will now consider the case where the values of the
two sample numbers ni and ni will be such that n. is
smaller than n i  This implies that when one error
probability is met the other is likely to be exceeded. An
example was given back in Figures 6 and 7 where nI = 76 and
n = 95.
This gives rise to the following definition for an
optimal way to truncate a sequential sampling process inside
one of its intervals [Ai, Ai + 1):
(i) If holding the a-requirement is desired and flexi-
bility with the 8-requirement is allowed when using the
*
sample number ni as truncation point will be optimal in the
sense that it gives the smallest actual error probability
8' that can be obtained in the interval.
(ii) Likewise, if the 8-requirement must be met and the
a-requirement can be handled more loosely, then truncating
**
the process at the sample number ni will yield optimality
in the sense that the true error probability a' achieved
will be the lowest possible for that interval.
This constrained optimality concept is rather powerful
as it tells us that for sequential sampling plans, when the
sample number axis is partitioned into sufficiently large
intervals by the acceptance points, there exist within most
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intervals "best" truncation points (depending on whether
a or $ is fixed).
The concept holds not only for the extended (hI  1)
acceptance rule case but also for the higher order (hI - m)
cases, as will be shown later. The reason that we treated
the ChI - 1) acceptance rule separately and extensively is
that first, it is the easiest to analyze and second, it is
the easiest to calculate numerically: Once a basic computer
program has been set up that describes the sampling process
numerically at the acceptance points, a simple formula can
be employed to calculate the sample numbers n. and ni
exactly for each interval [Ai, Ai + 1) . The explicit
formulae to calculate the two numbers will be developed in
the section that follows.
E. FORMULAE FOR OPTIMAL TRUNCATION
Earlier we suggested that optimal truncation points can
be found for sequential sampling plans where the simple
extended (hI - 1) acceptance rule is applicable. The formulae
that we will derive in the following paragraphs will yield
numerical values for the optimal truncation points ni and n
At the end of the section special situations employing these
formulae are discussed.
Suppose numerical values for the following expressions
are given:
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(i) [Ai, Ai + 1) , i = 1, 2, 3, ... , (k - 2), which
represents an interval on the sample number axis and where
Ak refers to the acceptance point that is the natural
truncation point.
(ii) Pa(AiIH0 ) and Pa (AiIHl), the unextended probabili-
ties of accepting the null hypothesis accumulated during the
sampling process up to and including the A. 'th sample.
1
(iii) P[X(Ai) = i + 11H 0 ] and P[X(Ai) = i + 11HI] denote
the probabilities that at the sample number Ai the sampling
process has the value (i + 1) for the respective hypothesis.
Let us first consider the case where the null hypothesis
H0 is true. Under the (hI - 1) acceptance rule we wish to
find ni, the optimal truncation point to hold the error
probability a. We restrict ourselves to test plans where
the total acceptance probability Pa Iis such that
Pa '(AiIH0) = Pa(AiIH 0 ) + P[X(Ai) = i + IIH 0 ] > (1 - a)
Thus it must be for the optical truncation point on the
interval [Ai, Ai + 1I that
n. - A.
P a(AiH 0 ) + P[X(Ai) = i + 1lH](l - p1 )  > (1 - a)
where P0 is the Bernoulli parameter under the null hypothesis.
Solving this for the optimal truncation point ni leads
to
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n. - A. 1 - - P (A. I H 0 )
0 
-. JXA + IO
(i p )  t <_P[XCAi) = 1 + li-IH0
and after taking logarithms to
n = logl-C-Pai)) + A. log(l-P 0) - lcg(P[X(Ai) i+l1)1
n ilog(l-P 0  j
log(l-a-Pa (Ai)) - Iog(P[X(Ai) = i+1])
int Ai + log(1-iF0) J
where int[ ] denotes the integer function and all values are
obtained for the case where the null hypothesis H0 is true.
When the alternative hypothesis H1 is true, we wish to
find ni , the optimal truncation point to hold the error
probability 8. If
n.-A.
Pa '(AiIHI) Pa (AiIHI) + P[X(Ai) = i+iIHl](1-Pl) > _ 8
then, in a manner similar to the previous derivation, we
obtain
*. og(-Pa(Ai) ) - Iog(P[X(Ai) i+1)
n i = int LAi +  log(l-PlJ j '
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where again int[ ] represents the integer function and all
values are calculated with the alternative hypothesis true.
The parameter P1 is the one hypothesized under H1.
Implementing these formulae on a computer involves
little difficulty and thus the numbers ni and ni can easily
be obtained. (We will see later that when more extended
acceptance rules are used, the values cannot be explicitly
calculated and we will have to search for them along the
interval.)
Up to now we have not touched the interval [Ak 1 i' Ak)
which lies directly before the natural truncation point Ak
-
The use of the derived formulae is restricted in this interval.
The formula for ni, the optimal truncation point to hold a,
is never valid in this interval because from the definition
of the natural truncation point n0 and the (hi - 1) accept-
ance rule, P a'(niH0) approaches Pa (n0jH0) from above as ni
approaches n0 from the left. This implies, however, that
the true error probability a' will always be smaller than or
equal to a regardless of where we truncate in the interval.
The formula for ni , the optimal truncation point to hold
8, is not valid, when at the natural truncation point
the true error probL 8' is not strictly less than the
planned 8. No optimal truncation point exists in this case
because 8' will exceed 8 regardless where we truncate in the
interval with the (hI - 1) acceptance rule.
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In the following chapter we will, different from the
approach in this chapter, include more outcomes of the
continue-sampling region at the truncation point into the
acceptance region and look for implications that arise.
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V. GENERAL EXTENDED ACCEPTANCE RULES
When one wants to use natural truncation one will
recognize that this rule will still yield relatively large
maximum sample sizes. In practical tests an experimenter
might be forced to cut sampling somewhere far below that
range of sample sizes that allow for natural truncation.
Also, one might encounter sequential sampling plans that are
not suitable for the simple extended acceptance rule because
there is not enough probability mass that is added to the
acceptance probability when only the closest continue-
sampling outcome is included into the acceptance region.
Do we have to give up the search for useful truncation
points then? The answer is "no" but before we work on
that answer let us describe what we mean by a general
extended acceptance rule.
A. DESCRIPTION
Suppose that the sequential test is to be truncated at
the sample number ni where ni is contained in the acceptance
point interval [Ai, Ai + 1). Furthermore, suppose that the
outcome of the nith sample is "continue sampling." If this
outcome is such that the process value X(ni) satisfies
















The points m=1,2,....,°t represent sampling outcomes in the
continue-sampling region at the truncation point. The
general extended acceptance rule (h-m) with m=3 assigns
the outcomes m=1,2 and 3 to the acceptance region (shown
by "a") and the outcomes m=4,5,6 and 7 to the rejection
region (shown by "r").
Figure 8 - SCHEME FOR ASSIGNING SA21PLING OUTCOILIES AT THE
TRUNCATION POINT (GENERAL EXTENDED ACCEPTANCE RULE)
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where m is an integer greater than i, then we include this
outcome into the acceptance region and accept the null
hypothesis. Otherwise we reject the null hypothesis. We
could denote this acceptance rule by (hI - m) in general and,
substituting integer values for m, m = 1, 2, 3, ... ; (h1 - 1),
(hI - 2), (hI - 3), ... in particular. Figure 8 shows the
scheme of assigning sampling outcomes to the acceptance and
rejection regions for the (h1 - 3) acceptance rule.
B. EXTENDED ACCEPTANCE OPTIMAL TRUNCATION
Now we will look closer at the actual probabilities of
acceptance as they are implied by general extended acceptance
rules. The basic approach to the analysis resembles the
one in Section C in Chapter II and Section B of Chapter IV.
In the former chapter the general picture was given and
in the latter the simple extended acceptance rule was
derived. From Figure 9 where the null hypothesis is
true, it can be seen that on the interval [Ao, A1 ) as well as
on the interval [A1 , A2), the necessary acceptance rule must
be the (h1 - 2) rule in order to hold the a-requirement
somewhere in each interval. Figure 10, however, with the
alternative hypothesis true, shows that the (h1 - 2)
acceptance rule overshoots the $-requirement at all sample
numbers contained in the intervals. This pattern will
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The graph shows the accumulated acceptance probability for
the test H,:p=0.01, Hj:p=0.05, '=O.05, 3=O.1 when Ho is
true and the acceptance rule (h 1 -2) is applied (upper
curve). For comparison the respective probability with the
(h-1) rule is shown (lower curve). Optimal trunction
points are n*=82 and nt=134 when the upper curve is used.
True error probabilitiesfi' are 0.22 and 0.13 respectively.
Figure 9 - ACCUMULATED ACCEPTANCE PROBABILITY WITH A
GENERAL EXTENDED ACCEPTAliCE RULE (NULL HYPOTHESIS TRUE)
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The graph shows the accumulated acceptance probability for
tne test in Figure 9 when H, is true and the acceptance
rule (ht-2) is applied (upper curve). For comparison the
respective probability with the (hi-1) rule is shown (lower
curve). Optimal truncation to hold3requires use of the
lower curve. Truncation points are then nj*=84, n;'=124 and
the true error probabilities C are 0.19 and 0.10 respectively.
Figure 10 - ACCUMULATED ACCEPTANCE PROBABILITY WITH A
GENERAL EXTENDED ACCEPTANCE RULE (ALTERN1ATIVE TRUE)
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What implications do the results have for the concept
of optimal truncation? We will work it out for the case
that we are not allowed to exceed the planned error proba-
bility a.
Suppose we have the acceptance point interval [Ai, Ai + 1),
and let truncation occur at the sample number ni inside the
interval. We seek an extended acceptance rule (h1 - m) that
will satisfy the c-requirement. Associated with this rule
will be a true error probability a'. An optimal result (the
smallest achievable true error probability $') will be
obtained when the parameter m is as small an integer as
possible. Note that this will automatically result in the
single extended acceptance rule (h1 - 1) if it is applicable.
It follows then that it is generally consistent to denote
the found optimal truncation point for the interval
[Ai, Ai + 1) by ni as we did it earlier.
When we have to hold the a-requirement then we work along
nearly the same path: Instead of selecting the smallest
possible parameter m for the general extended acceptance rule
(hI - m) we will search for the largest value. This in turn
gives the smallest true error probability a' at the trunca-
tion point ni.
We see that the optimal truncation concept is not lost
with general extended acceptance rules. The simple extended
(h1 - 1) acceptance rule is merely a special case of the
general rule.
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The next chapter provides a comprehensive review of the
results of this paper. Appendix A gives numerical values
of natural and optimal truncation points for a wide range
of sequential sampling plans that are useful in quality control.
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VI. RESULTS
The starting point is Wald's Sequential Probability
Ratio test procedure to test for a Bernoulli parameter P0.
The objective of this study was to investigate the influence
of test truncation on the true probabilities of error of
the first and second kind compared to the desired errors,
and to recommend truncation rules and acceptance rules when
limiting the sample size is necessary.
It was shown that a natural truncation point exists for
every sampling plan, and it may be found by numerical
methods on a computer. Stopping the test at the plan's
natural truncation point n0 and rejecting the null hypothesis
when an acceptance decision has not yet occurred gives the
assurance that both planned error probabilities are satisfied.
Sampling beyond the natural truncation point is not necessary.
(In Appendix A the natural truncation points are given for
each considered sequential sampling plan.)
During the sampling process decisions about accepting
the null hypothesis are possible at acceptance points.
These points partition the sample number axis into intervals.
Extended acceptance rules, which are applied at a truncation
point, allow to meet the planned probability of error of
the first kind at any desired truncation point. Under an
extended acceptance rule, m of the most adjacent sampling
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outcomes of the continue-sampling region at the final sample
are included into the acceptance region. The decision rule
then is that if no acceptance decision can be made the null
hypothesis should be rejected.
This rule increases the true probability of error of the
second kind. Using a suitable extended acceptance rule will
for most intervals result in truncation points that give the
following protection against errors:
(1) The planned probability of error of the first kind
are met, but the one of the second kind is exceeded.
(2) The planned probability of error of the second kind
is met, but the one of the first kind is exceeded.
(3) Both planned probabilities of error are met.
In Case (1) an optimal truncation point exists when the
smallest value for m is used that still results in the
planned probability of error of the first kind when the null
hypothesis is true. The truncation point is optimal in the
sense that the planned probability of error of the first
kind is satisfied while the smallest obtainable true
probability of error of the second kind is achieved. (In
Appendix A those truncation points are listed under "Hold
Alpha.")
In Case (2) an optimal truncation point exists when the
value for m is used that, when the alternative hypothesis is
true, will make the true probability of error of the second
50
... . . ...
kind smaller or equal to the planned one. Optimality means
that here the true probability of error of the first kind is
as small as possible for any truncation point on that
interval while the planned probability of error of the
second kind is satisfied. (In Appendix A those truncation
points are listed under "Hold Beta.")
The protection as described in Case (3) occurs when Case (1)
and Case (2) use the same m-value for the extended acceptance
rule and the optimal truncation point from Case (2) is smaller
or equal to the optimal truncation point in Case (1). (The
smallest sample number that results is listed in Appendix A
under "Hold Alpha and Beta.") When the value of m can be
set equal to 1.0 then the numerical calculations are simpli-
fied and the analysis is quite easy.
A limitation on the methods described may come up in
connection with test plans outside quality control whenever
acceptance points of the plan are very close together or
even next to each other. However, the natural truncation
concept will always be valid.
This study did not assess the average amount of inspec-
tion necessary to obtain a decision when the recommended
truncation rules are applied. One reason is that the used
computer algorithm is not applicable for the necessary
calculations. We suggest the investigation of this topic
using some algorithm like the one described by Corneliussen
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and Ladd in Ref. 3. It is hoped that this work will not
only be useful to those working with quality control
problems, but will also generate interest in further
studies in this area.
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APPENDIX A
TABULATED VALUES FOR NATURAL AND OPTIMAL TRUNCATION POINTS
On the following pages 126 sequential plans are listed.
Sets of a- and $- values considered are:
, o.a- 0.05, a = 0.05,
a = 0.05, a = 0.1,
a = 0.i, a =  0.1.
Values of the parameters P0 and P1 are for each set:
P0 = 0.005, P1  0.01 through 0.1 (increments of 0.01),
P0 = 0.010, P1 = 0.02 through 0.1 (increments of 0.01),
P0 = 0.015, 1 0.03 through 0.1 (increments of 0.pl),
P0 = 0.020, P1 = 0.03 through 0.1 (increments of 0.01),
P0 = 0.025, P1 = 0.04 through 0.1 (increments of 0.01).
For the meaning of "natural truncation point" and the
column headings "Hold Alpha and Beta," "Hold Alpha" and
"Hold Beta" refer to Chapter VI. All acceptance point
intervals are listed for each test starting from the natural
truncation point downwards to A0. The abbreviation Uundef.u
in the column "Hold Alpha and Beta" means that no truncation
point that satisfies at least one of the planned error proba-
bilities can be found.
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FLLE TRLNC TPUF, TPLE RU;LE TRJNC TPUE| TR'UE-- A- - - _ '£~~4~_L A. _ CJ.
522 1 ". a 1 2 526 1C. C( C : j ? 549 C.:C55 C:05l
491 5/1 -A 521 JC 0.054 2 5L91C.C6CIC.05c|
461 I 4 0 4E5 C.C5C C.C57 2 4P9 ,3.Lbo C.35J
43J 460 1 445 0.CC C.C(2 2 459 C.C73 C.05)
4UJi 429 -3 4C6 0.05C 0.C'I1 2 429 0.Cd2 C.05.)
369 I 39- 2 36S ,C.CSC C.CE3 2 398 O.c93 C.05,-
34 38 C.C4S G.CE4 2 368 C.IC7 C.05,;
309 338 4 333 C.CSC C.C,3 2 338 0.125 C.J5)
7I jC 8 4, 27 0.C4 C. l 2 308 C.147 C.05)
243 277 4 243 0.C5C 0.147 2 277 C.174 C.GSJ
211 247 4 229 O.CSC C.IE3 2 247 0.208 L.50
187 216 4 15 C.C4i C.2'1 2 216 C.24S C.053
156 4 163 0.05C C.284 2 1J6 0.303 C.050
126 195 4 130 C.C4S C.361 2 155 G.368 C.050
PU.: cO ALF1 . G 1~ 1 Hl: .%2 SO~.35
i7NATUj Al TTrKrA C.A I04667 I7 42
- _- - - ------- _ .. ----- -
I I, TER 'AL IACCEPFANCEIB-S1 IIRLNC I TRUE I TFUF
40 4
"J__J l_ _ 3 _ . .. . . i ___ I .. __-k 2 _ _ _ i ._
SAMPLE NLME"8 I' C L C h L F 0 I Ii (3 L 9 8 E I A
INTEvAL ,LFI EEST ACPT CEST
RULE IIL.NC TRLE) TRLE ULE TRUNC TPUELRLrCI T4~ E. TRU
1 317 344 2 341 C.C5C /0.051 1 321 ,.C5e|C.,5,
2-j 316 i 300 /0.C5C C.056 1 295 0.C68 C.05J
1 26 29 2 262 10.05C 0. 5 1 241 0.( 8cj)
263I 262 8 229 05.C C.C65 1 241 O.080 C,.,,5)
4 d I 21 . 226 G.C50C.CE2 1 214 J.121-O.,i;
I 13L 0 IG12 C.C5C C.1C9 1 1,37 C.154 C.t359f
15 L. E 3 160 O.C5C ".148 1 1 6V ) .199 c.03
125p 152 , 12d I0.C4' C.21C L 132 0.y5. C.053
I I 12I 4 125 0.04= 9C.22? 1 LJ5 C.242 C.C
69
P~MLE FLth I ICL IFA A N D E E
INTERVAL IACCEPIAKCEIBESI IPUNCI TRUE TFLE
M_ 4 L _[£_I C.. L F] _ . A_ H_ 0 F .. .B }I
INTERVAL ACFI EEST %CPT BEST
FLLE TIRLNC TRUE TRLE RULE TRUNC TUE TRUEL I E.1 F A __M 9t_
20o 1 220 2?C G.C4 C.C51 I 2L3 m.C62 C.053
181 j 205 2 IG3 L.C5C C.C60 1 189 r.C77 C.C50
156 1 eJ 2 158 C.C4s C.CEI 1 165 C.100 C.05J11 155 -- 155 O.Ciil C .C f 1 141 0.135 C. 04';131 130 : 126 0.04S C.12J 1 116 0.186 C.05J
I 8 2 _1 1 6  1 C.C4C..E7 - 92 10.266 G.04
I .... ..co T ALFA_.E.T.I Q ._ C. .,, 4 __7i
-AP-0-- -- -BE R F, C i a A N -
INTER%,AL ACCEPIACE1 3EST IRLNCI TRUE TFLE
INTE9VAL A.F EEST AACPT BESTFLLE 7RLNC TRUEI TRLE PULE TRUJNC TFUEI T R I-
Le --c. 2 O.33z4
139) I 161 2I l I 0.C4 0.C.4{ 1 150 C.C71lC.05
116 138 2 J126 C.04, 0.073! 1 127 IC.CS6 C.Cr,'
93 ( 115 2 I 5 C.C4 C.118l 1 105 G .1391C.(,4')
70 92 S2 CC4 C.122 1 32 C.20e C.04'
70
Pl=LO Q~iC_ I
'ACCEALFTANCEIBEST TRLNCI TRUF TFLEI
I~~~I NT ACPTLACJ BESIT
ir JRLLE TI8LNC TRUEj TRUE PULI TRUMC TRUE TPUE
15 1a 1 131 t.oC Z Z0O2 1 34003CH
L04 14j(2f0Co~CC56 1 15 CecC.083 I 10 3 2 S6I 0C4S 100751 1 95 0.106 CoU49
62J b 2  E7 j .C4C C 0 13 1  74 C .166 C.050
NTEoA __ _ -A U-
P IA=PiELL" 11 LjA--C 0 LCJ.-LO ET
I TRA A mCF LETT -7CPT BEST
INTF L CEFIRNCEITRUE TRUE RUL TRUC TFE T
j'E0.C4 -- c.Cc 1I
1-71
ISALuIE
iI-Ii= 6.-65 TS=O.03 q 41
I JeTWJo__ t £ l_ I_: -_ _L~_=I£J
I- I
II[JTEKAL ACLEFIANCE 9ESI IPLNC TRUE TFLF
2811 b 5 1 33 ~ 4 LLt282/;bl, e]- 0.3472 0C
2 ) 2d20 1 2 C2 J.C500 .C4s5I 215 / 27t9 2771 0.0473 C.CSo6
2727 I 2757 2 274C 0.0481 C.C5J
269r 2726 2 2 7C8 0.0500 GCCP~7
2664 26S5 2 26t5 3.0500 0.C493
2633 J 1o3 3 ;646 O.C491 012 2 2615 3.0496 0.C53,'
hSMPLI% LMtJaRI H L A L F AI-"H O. L C] E " A
INIER AL JAC4lI EST ACPT BEST
FLLE,.tILNC TRUE TRLE PULF TRUtWC TkUEI T Ufl
V ~ AL M1A L !.L I~A P
2538 25381 4 125844 0.C5C C.C5- 3 252 IC.C5, C.05253-i t C. ;  0 
253 i538 4 l,538 0.C50 C.CSC 3 2521C C51 C.5)1
2476 25C7 4 i505 O.C5C 0.050 3 2490 I C.,.;1 C.(AC
2445 2475 4 12466 0.05C C.CSI 3 2458 O.C52 C.05'
2414 2444 4 2'28 0.C5C C.C51 3 2427 u .C52 C.05)
23o2 i,4 13 4 2C C.CSC C.0 !1 3 239o G.C53 C.US)
2351 2381 4 2350 0.C5C C.CSl 3 2365 0.C54 C.05J
232) i350 353 0.C5C C.C51 3 2333 0.C54 C.05J
2288 ;319 2 :16 0.C5C C.C!2 3 2302 0.055 C.05J
2251 2287 5 2279 G.C5C 0.0 !2 3 2271 C.C56 C.CSO
2225 ;256 5 2242 U.C5C C.02 3 2240 0.C57 C.050
2195i 2225 5 22C6 C.CSC C.C!3 3 2208 0.C58 C.J0213 216 213 0 C.5 146 C0. C 0 050
2163 21C4 5 2169 0.C5C 0.054 3 2177 0.C59 C.05J2132 i].62 2 133 U.C5( C.C54 3 2146 C. C6C C.C5O
2101 2131 6 1131 0.C5C C.C54 3 2114 G.C60 C.J5C
2C69 I1c, 6 2CS7 C.C5C 0.055 3 2033 C.C62 0.J50'
2U38 2068 6 2C61 0.C5C C.056 3 2052 0.C63 C.05J
2GC1 2037 6 2C26 C.C5C 0.056 3 2021 %.C64 C.05"1 s7 1 2 %jC 6 6 19 SO 0.C5C 0.G57 3 1939 0.L65 %''. 05])1 'A 4p 1 C214 e 1qf5 C.C5C C.C58 3 1958 C. C,67 C.05)
1913 1943 t 1920 0.05C 0.060 3 1927 C.t.68 '.05)
1 1881 1912 k 11E5 C.C5C C.CE1 3 1895 0.670 C053
I 105J 1880 6 1E50 C.C5C C.C2 3 18S4 C.L71 C.,5J
161 11 E49 0.C5C 0.C62 3 1833 J .C73 C.053
1 1787 1 1813 I 1 1615 6.C5C C.C(4 3 1811 C.C75 C .093
175 1 178o 1 1781 C.C5C 0.065 3 1770 C.C7 C.C5I 172J 1755 1 1746 C . 0 0 0.0671 3 17 3,1 C.C713 G.C 59164 4 1724 1 1712 C.C5C C.C V 3 17)8 ]C.81 C.05
1662 1693 7 1677 0.C50 0.071 3 1676 iJ.CS' C.09)
1631 166 1 1643 C.C5C C.C-3 3 1645 G.C88 C.053
160 163J I 16C9 0.C5C C.C75 3 1614 C.C8q C.05)
156j 15i9 j 1515 0.CrC 0.C78 3 1532 3 .C91 0.053
1 1537 1567 j 1541 C.CSC C.CE1 3 1551 C.L5 C.05 J
I 15u 1 36 7 1508 0.C5c 0.C83 3 1520 C.CS8 L.C
1474 15C 5 1 1474 O.OSC C.CE6 3 1489 j.101 C uS)
1443 1473 I 1413 0,.C5 C C.C 3 1457 0.135 C.05 '
L41g. 1442 8 1440 0.050 0.0 ; 3 1416 0.109 C.J5
1381 1 l 1407 C.CC C.C 3 3 139o5 0.113 0.05)
I 134 1379 , 1313 G.C5C C.C0q 3 1363 0.117 C.GSC
1313 134 1340 0.C5C C.1CI 3 1332 0.121 C.Or,
12 a) I3I E 1.(7 C.SC C.1C6 3 1301 0.126 C.65}
1255 1285 E 1274 O.GSC 0.11J 3 1269 C.121 C.C5'j
72
1 1224 Iz54 E 1240 I0.C5C C.116 3 1238 10.1371C.C5J0
1 119? 1223 E 27 C.C5C IC.122 3 1207 C 1I3JC.J5eC
1161 l4l 1174 C.Ct9C 0.127 3 ITh 501411 L .5
13d 11 L6C E ,1142 CCsc IC.1-.3 3 1144 0.155 C.05)
1 C99 1 1129 I8 1109 0.050 0.140 3 1113 C 162 IC.-0RO
1C67 1,; t IC176 O.C5C 0.147 3 108? 0.170 C.05)
IJ36 106bt E 143 0.C C C.1!5 3 1050 C.117, C.05)
I 1C05 1035 F iCil O.CcC O.Lk2 3 101Y 0.185 C.U5)
-I J IOC4 E 978 C.c5C IC.171 3 988 C.194 U.050
942 972 E 946 0.C5C C.17S 3 956 C.203 C.UsoI 11 941 1 £13 0.C5C 0.1 SO 3 925 C.213 C.05.
67) 910 8 881 0.C5C C.2CC 3 994 C.224 C.05i
81+3 d7 E e48 0.C5C 0.212 3 862 C.234 ..C50
81l E47 s E47 C.C43 C.213 3 831 0.246 C.050
S16i 816 S b16 0.C5C C.223 3 800 0.25S C. 5)
754 784 s 784 O.05C 0.235 3 769 0.273 .05J1 23 153 152 L.C5C C.247 3 737 J.286 C.05',
691 722 s 9 120 0.c5c C.2E1 3 7J6 0.3.02 C.C5,;
66J I6S( s 688 C.C5C 0.275 3 675 J.318 0.04')
629 t59 4 656 C.CSC C.2sl 3 643 0.334 C.05'
I 59] 1 628 s 624 0.05C C.3C7 3 612 C.352 C.CSC
565 5S7 s 572 0.C5C 0.325 3 580 0.370 C. 050
5 565 560 C.CSC C.344 3 549 0.391 C-05)
504 534 9 528 0.05C 0.364 3 518 0.414 C.049
472 503 S 4S7 O.C5C C.3E3 3 466 0.43 L 05)
I 44 471 4f5 0.C5C C.4C6 3 4S4 L.458 C. 504 1.) 440 s 433 0.C4S C .43 1 3 423 0.486 C .0493
373 4C4 s 402 0.C5C C.454 3 191 C.512 C.049
1 341 317 9 371 O.C5C 0.4 78 3 359 C.541 C.C4
1 31,, 346 S 9 340 0.C5C 0.5C5 3 32t, C.569 0.35
1 284 315 S 3C9 C.C5C C.!23 3 204 C.eC3 C.049
1 253 I283 s 278 0.C4G C.564 3 261 0.637 G.049
2 L1i. 0 C.5S3 3 227 0.t72 G.(4')
73
I oJ.c2 'T- A'TA-c.C5,0II-T 4. 0,, ."=2;-'2TI ._.U., l T. RUN. C o ._.A T .C . .._III2 _..,... .J . - .._I
4I4TER AL IACCEFIANCE BES1 TRLNC TRUE TFLF
i51luedI 2 IC62 0.o463 C..500
I 1C27 I 1054 1 2 IC3 0.0473 c C.coo
i IG,)0 lu 126 _--2 1 CC 0.C484 ] O.C500
2 -__-z2_1 -__9.-9-J. 2 ----- _... --
I INTERVAL IACPJ IBEST I ACPT IRESTI
IPI L IE TRUNC TRUE TRLE RLLE ITRUNCJ IKLEI TkuE
9 11 941 3 43 O.C5C c.Cs.i 2 ! 927 0.0531 C.090889 916 1 SC8 G.C5C C.C5.l 2 89910.C;55 C., 5-)
81 od8 3 672 o.C5C 0.o.2 2 872 /.257 C.C5834 6C 1 2 E36 C.C, 0 .o0o4 2 845 /.05910.J5Jl906 833 1 ?3 0.C4' C.C!4 2 817 0.C62IC.055
I 718 805 4 802 0.C5C0.056 2 7O0 C.g65 C.05C
15L 771 I4 68 C.C5C C.CS8 2 762 0..6b C.0O
723 750 I4 35 C.C5( 'C.Cfl 2 735 C.C73 C.0 aI
695 722 4 IC2 0.05C 0.064 2 701 J.(,77 C.5jj
t 66d bS 4 I 4 6 6 C.CC 5 S C.C69 2 6FC o.C92 C.05 )
640 667 5 667 C.C4S 0.C70 2 652 C.CE8 C.653
612 63; I5637 C.C5C O.C74 2 624 ~J.C95 C.05J
534 611 5 6C5 C.C5C C.CE1 ? 597 C.103 L.050
557 583 5 574 0.C5C 0.088 2 5,9 C.IIL C.05)
529 55u 5 !43 C.CSC C.C.6 2 542 (.121 C.350
501 528 5 512 .C5C C.1C7 2 514 C.132 C.050
1 474 5CO I 5 481 C.C5C C.120 2 486 G.144. C.05J
44o 473 5 451 O.CSC C.133 2 459 0.15S C...,5)
411 445 5 421 C.C5C 0.149 2 431 C.175 C.CS
29L 417 5 391 0.C5C 0.168 2 404 0.195 0.09)
363 390 6 310 0.C4G C.110 2 376 C.216 C.Or-)
33 0 6 0.04SIL 2 34 3 .1 3J8 334 1 6 ' 2 0 .C C C.2 14 2 3'1 6.268 C. .'411I 28,) 30"t 6 163 0.C5C C.241 2 293 C.25,8 C.C5'.
2V52 2 7-) 6 24O.C5C 0.273 2 265 o.333 O.05)
225 245 C.C5C C.31C 2 218 0.376 C.u419?I 224 b Z16 Q.C4q C.3!3 2 210 .422 C.C0',3
160 0.CSC C.448 2 153 C. 33 C.i5)
ii . I _l _. 0. . .3 6. 2... 18.._ 2 . 7., 5 .
74
I-- -J --.- - - ---- --- - --
3 NLAPE T-E - -9 ' A-~a- 4I ---- 2
II4TERAL ACCEF1ANCE19EST TRLNC TRUE I TFLE
.1 C .-- J4.L - ...... ___
C 6 44 u
_.555. ._ L_561 _10... 096 ...... .. . 92
INTERVAL ACF1 2EST ACPT BEST
AULE TPU.C TPLJE TRUE IPULE TRUNC 1RLF TRUE
1505 529 f ,j .CQ 2 523 -clo3-ZL u1_ _ _.80- .... z, 4E . .T  !Z_ 2 __9 L .0.. 5J ,
1 455 479 3 479 C E C.C 3 2 474 0.057 C.05)I430 454 3 491 0.05C C.C54 2 450 0.kC62 C,09J
405 429 418 C.C5C C.C5s 2 426 U.C68 C,053
3 0 404 0 3 .6 05C 0.0(5 2 4)1 0,C75 C.U50
355 379 3550 C5C 0 .C3 2 376 G.C83 C.u5J
331 I354 4 354 1C.C4 C.C;4 2 3c;? C CG4 JC.050
336 330 4 325 I .C4G O.CE5 2 327 0 :1C 7 IC.050
I281 3C51 4 2S6 C . 5C 0. c 19 2 303 0.123 L.050I 25 t 280 4 267 9.C4S C. 119 2 278 0.142 C.J50
231 255 4 239 0.05C C.144 2 253 U.166C.050
2U6 2 0 4 ill ].C4 C.176 2 22b 0.194 C.050
L81 I 205 4 LE4 C.049 0.214 2 204 G.232 C.049
lo j e1 4 157 0.C4G C.263 2 179 0.276 L.049
131 155 4 130 O.Cc C.231c 2 154 C.330 C.04qI WL6 130 5 ISO |0.C4q 0.327 2 129 G.3_97 C.C41
I _ _ Ci ';_jI rL -L__ IZ .IL .;-.,J .
7S
ISAqlPLE L-MFRT P CL C " [' A AA N r) F 1 a
!TEkVAL ACCEFTANCE BEST TRUNC TRUE TIFLELA8-l-1 0I- Bl-2 .....- Ljh--T-T ---- . u-
I38Z 2 q )
I 35 -) 3E1 1 378 I 0.499 0.C488
1 336 / 356 ii 0.0462 C.C491
3-A i 6: -C - 7 L L TI T V--
I ITRAL C ACPT BEST
I ALLf TJ A TRUEJ TRE PULE TRUNCI TPLE T;U
I 2d I 2SU 2661 Q.C5C 0.C99 1 276 0.(,711L .050
245 2c - 27 O.CA C.C C 1 247 C.C83 jC.05'J
22Z, 244 238 O.CSC-O O.C9 1 225 C.C1SS C.Uc'3
2Q 221 3 2C9 0.05C0 .G6 [ 212 0.L191C.053
I~ ill 019 3 11 .4 .111 1 1.30 0.147 L.05J
1 5 7 1Lj=.550 -5 .4 157 O.a~jC.5J
131 13 t~T~ 4757.CfC15 35UZ2 .
Lo3 130 1, 129 C . C.2S5 C.0
8o IC 1z 4 IC3 O.C48 0.261 1 89 0.379 C.JE T
I _ _iT-3-15 -.-2 u _ . .i.L !- -. E4. __ 5 _4_
INTERVAL ICET, CEEST TRLNC TRUE I TL A
I,,ATERVAL ACF1 EEST ACPT BEST
PULE IRUNC TRUE TFLE RULE TPJ .C TFL E TP-,.
22 1 4 8 0 .T 5Z .0 49 L 5 C T
219 240 2 240 O.C4/ C.C1 1 227 G.C57 0 .E9d 213 2 212 C.C5 (|C.C54 1 216 C.067 C. 05 C]
I 177 ISJ 2 I12 0.05CIO.063 I 1,45 C.c8 5)
I 156 176 . 176 C.C46 C.Cil 1 163 C.C99 C.05')
I 355 1 I54 0.05CIO.CEI l1 142 IC.127 C.650
I 14 134 2 127 0.C4 10.114 1 121 '.167 C.05J





'VAP. -------- T G 'ET TA Z W
INTrERV~AL ~ACCEPTANC j EST 791,NC TR UE J TRIE
.. IL - li- --LE ti- OTA
I161 IN 17 2 179 C.C4E Z .C!2 1 167 ^.Lr7 IC.050
141 1160 12 155 C.C45 0 .0 50 1 146 GO. G71 C .050
121 I140 i 127 C.OSC JC.Cjl 1 129 O.CSI JC.05)
LUZ 12J 120 O.C43 O.CE7 I 1101C.124 I .LrSC
82 CI 2 101 0.G4G O.lC5 1 ')1 0.174 Cu
63 81 2 77 C.C45 C.lf5 1 71 C .2 4e) C :,)5,3
POiuCeS ------- AIL-2
I INTERVAL A CEPIANCEIIEST TRUN1{ TR UE I TFLF
I INTEP. AL ,2CFIIEEST IACPT BEST
J RILLE TRUNC TRUE TRLE RULE TRUNC TFUE rRtJc
92 110 21 101 O.C4 1 0O.C71 1 101 U.CG41C.05)
74 sj2J 77 C.C5C C.110 1 833 C.136 C . ) J
77
-- -'IZ -- "' Z Z - - --- "- T--- T"A I uo - ''- c ZJ"-
SAI-SL- NC -"EIT I L 0 L -A A N D T --
INT AL /ACCEFTAtCEISEST TPUNCl TRUE ITLE
I "-S"ZPL'-E LMe- -"-I -c 5L -- '
I INTERAL ACPI teEST IACPT BEST
.L LEITFLNCI TRUE TkLE RLLE TRUNC TP LE iTiUE
..±aM&L.J.C-. ±4E IIIA~ . ~I f.. E..CIVN±A4JiI
4328 4465 E14346 S C.FC 432 I C.5C I. C.1
4184 4327 i 14327 C.C5C C.ICO 1 4197 C.CSI C.IUC4J51 zLbb i -,f 134 IG.C5C C .IC1 1 4047 iC. C56 C.C( 3
3S12 405U 2 3939 C.C5C 0.IC2 2 4046 C.C53 C.1cc
3774 43911 3 3S11 U.C4S C.1C2 2 3i}97 C.C55 L.1JO
3635 3773 I 3#513 IO.C5C C.1C3 2 3751 C.C57 C.100
3496 3634 ..513 O.C5C C.105 2 3605 J.C519 C.100
335d 4495 - 39s C.C'C C.ICd 2 3461 0.L62 C.ljO
1 321-4 3357 3 I228 C.C5C C.111 2 3318 G.C65 C.ICC
3L81i 321d 4 2218 I .C4S 0.112 2 3176 G.C69 C.ICO
2942 4LeU80 4 3L61 I O.CSC C.116 2 3034 G.C73 C.ICC
2803 2941 4 2896 I.C5C C.ll 2 2893 C.C78 C.IlGC
266 5 21C2 4 2135 C1 .C5C C. L28 2 2752 O.C83 C.130
2526 i664 4 2515 C.CSC C.l36 2 2611 C.CSC C.100
2388 i2525 4 2418 0.C50 C.146 2 2471 J.C98 C.100
2249 ;387 4 i2 2 IC.C5C C.158 2 2331 C.106 C.130
2110 2248 t ;48 o.C49 C.13 2 2191 0.116 C.lC
1972 2ICI c 5 21C9 Q.05c C.172 2 2052 0.128 C.16J
1833 4171 5 19S7 C.C5C C.IEG 2 1913 C.142 C.ICn
1695 1832 5 18C7 C.C5C C.2C8 2 1774 C.157 C.1CC
1556 16S4 1 1658 0.05C C.2-11 2 1635 0.176 C.1C)
1 1418 1555 5 15 0 C.09C C.253 2 14c7 0.I97 C.10')
1279 1417 5 1364 0.C9C 0.2Ed 2 139% 0.i22 C.1GO
1140 121d 1219 C.C5C C.323 2 1221 0.251 C.IO
I 1Z 113'9 IG(6 C.CC c.3631 2 1034 C.285 C ..13G
1 163I ICEC I Sc34 C.C5C C.4C8 I 2 946 C.324 C.IOUJ




IIT \A ACETNEET (PNI~ TkESTRL
P L JL C TRLEJ TRLE RULE TRUNC TFLEJ TRUE
6C -- I 'XCSC C.4Lli2i ij?9 4 1 .I Ci
42 1 1 ).(Jf LA.517 1 1. 42 pC.fC 1n0
I INTEP AL ACCEI TANCE I EST TRLNCI TR.UE TRLE
If Y &~ 1.IL.!. f AUL. I.L A. I
IATER' AL ACF1 BESTC ACPT REST
IALLE TIAUNC TRUEI IRLEIRULE TRUNc, 1F LE I TkUE
I NTEIVAL ACEPTANCEIBEST TRLNCTRE TRLE
SA~ltq~ T ALFTIEEST I- -PFi BESTI




IW~~NZBj ALA- C5 L1 I F N T1
I NTt-AL JAC(Ef-TNCEIBEST TRLNCI TRUE I TPLE
INTEfvAL ACFi IESTI =IP 3STRUEjFNCJ TRUc TRLE RULE C TuCT LFI rPtE
FAMPLU FA=C.02
NTERV4~AL AC(E P1AN'CEIBEST TPUNC I TRUE g-
1.&L.L2 -- -- A-
8 5_ 1~~rCE. -LCEF.-1 -UNiOeF.- -LCEF.-
I;-L UEKJ. -C C --------
I INTERVAL rACCEFIAINCE BEST TRLNCI TRUE TL
I.B _4-'E--, _ E.I.fA-. __b IL
I' TINVAt fiACCEPTANCE I EST TRLNCI TRUE I TtLE
80
IATER rAL TRNAICE' FLNCT TPNTUE I T
XI TZUI-,- I~ - -cT --- N --- , -eA z z2T
['ATcRYAL AC(EP1AICE EEST TRUNCI TRUF I TPE
81
PGJ.OIL C 1' ALFA=C.¢C I I .U S[]L 1
INATU.,L 1.LuNCAI1C' PCINT= 230 TWOT-'[A=i CoC4C.
I E!- 'R E [ - l - - I - - - - - -o - - - -r ! -
ITERIVAL IACCEFIACEIPEST tRLNCI TRUE TFLE
I 2162 1223 1 211 / .,50i) C.Cc971 __i.L ,_.. 2 . L . .. _ _ ... I ,2 _L ___. A422. . .. c . .I_
SAM L-N--F ~ T~l -T, 1A
INTERVAL |ACFT BEST ACPT BESTPULE TFLNCI TRUE TPLE RULE TRLJNC TPLE TF'JE
1454/ ;2 21 1S1-/3 C.C C 6.1. 20210 3.U52 C. IL
I 88 7 5 3 19IS3 0.C4 SiC.1C2 2 1938 iC CS' (.10011816 I16t4 2lE7lS C.C5C 0.103 1867 0.056 0.1301746 1315 17ES C.C5C C.1C5 2 1795 G.C56 C.LJJ
1 1677 I 1745 3 l/e C.C5C C.1C7 2 1724 C.L61 C.i.;C
1608 1676 3 1616 0.05C C.11Q 2 1654 O.C64 I .100
1531 ]6C7 4 I1C7 0.C4C C.112 2 1583 C.C61 C.ICC
1469 1537 4 11532 0.05C 0.115 2 1513 J.c,21C.1,)
14u 14td I o.c~c c.117 2 1443 0.C77 C.lu'I1331 11399 4, 11369 0.C5C C.127 2 1373 C C62 C.lCO
1261 1320 4 1289 C.C5C C.135 2 13)3 0 .C83 'C.lI0
I 1192 1260 4 liC C.C5C C.145 2 1233 C.C6 C.10
112-1 1191 4 1132 0.050 0.157 2 1163 C.lC5 C.1JC
I 154I 1122 4 IC55 O.CSC C.171 2 1094 0.115 C.1))
, '84 , 1053 5 IC53 C.C45 C.172 2 1024 0.127 C.10C
615 I 83 5 979 0.C5C 0.187 2 955 0.14) C.1OJ
8'6 1 SC4 C.CEC C.217 2 886 0.156 C.1'.,3
77 4 E?30 3.C 5C C.229 2 816 C. 174 C 10fJI c 775 I 15 C.C5C C.2 5 2 747 0.195 C.Ij OI
430 4S8 4 .C5C C.4C5 2 672 C.323 C.1-
36L 429 5 398 0.05C 0.456 2 404 0.371 C. V9t 292 J 3EJ 5 229 C.C C C.512 2 335 U.427 C.G
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I lTJEK IAL ACLEF7AINCE t3EST TPLNCI TUE T PL E
ITFR AL ACFI EESTAPTBS
Al 'C' I TC3
495 5 48 2 545 O.C5C C.1C3 I1 514 I .C62 C.l0y
443 I4S4 2 1464 10.C5C 0.1141 1 458 0 U.07 31 C .13J)3 3: 439 1 3 ciC 0.-C 'C C .14 I1 4 12 J C .C E C .1 J"
I 3) 31,4 3 384 O.C49 C .140 1 347 0.112 C. IJ J
22075 7 3 1 !227 C.C5C C.222' 1 238 0.146(C.13)1
22750 274 3 Z52 C.C5C C.222 1 2328- 0.194C.13J
166 I219 15OCG0.3C2 1 164 0.2651 C.099
IN11-1T N1I' iPCINT=l P.3 1PEI4 L j C& 9
NAT__- -35-- --- E T--A= 047
INT-RVA I ACCEFTA C]1 BEST TRUCI TRIE TRLE 1
5A PIE r'L E L - C A L F C- -L C E E T1 INTER AL IACP1 BEST ACPT IBEST
kULE ITiUNC, TRUE TRLE RLE J RUNC TPLEI TPUE
I212 251 2 1257 C.C47 C .IC 9 1 236 0. C 72 L .1,j
166 211 2I1G5 C.C5CJ C.138 1 191 10.1031 C.100
120~ 16 2 135 O.04-9j0.2 15 1 146j C.157JCC;
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INTEVAL 4RL CA11TANC6F T TRLNT T -U Tt
I -- U-NLq"BFT--TE
I INTERVAL ALF EEST IACPT BEST
RLLE TkLNC TRUEJ TPLE RIL IRINOJ TF'LFJ TIAJP
135 1 1141-- 1 18 0. C 41sT 3 -6 (.Lb 6 I
I LA 1 Iz
PN FAL ALLEFTANCE'BETZN1 TREPL
TERVAL 1ACF1 ES ANCBSRILE I RLN I TRUE I TPLE RU'LE TRUNC i TLEj TP.14
80 WLi i .I I L elz4. AL .1 - ut 1i 1 .JA
I PO0=iC3 L 7 jtal 2 JJ]
INi~TEVAL JACCEPAN'CE PESI TIc TRUE TFLj
INIESVAL ACF EES3 T BES I
PILE RL\C' TRLF] TRLE MUETINC TFtjE TquE
.LE~4.IiL .~ A~ ~i~A.Y ~ Au ;. MTAII 69 1CUIk{T ~~ 1.1 4 j o
-68 l L.Cj-
84
-3RA'L -C L-48 ER FWT & 4
I NT E iVAL IACCEFTANCE i EST TRU\C I TRJE I TL
I.S-1t'FLE -ITMEfT 1 C I C A I F T- 7- c' e~'I RLIEJTSUCTRUEJ TRLEIRL F TREST4 __EI RC
PCO.CiIUALFA=C.C50 ~1)97SOC~~3
INATURAL RCAINcrT IRL LACCE
I ------- IUL.TA.-. 8 ____
LNTERVAL ACCE;1A1ACE13EST TRUNCI TRUE TL
INTEPVAL6 'ACF] BEST ~CP T 63EST
IFLDLE T UNC TRUEI TRLE RUL TRLJPJC 1TFLEJRU
2N1U71tLC1(F _3 .T LHO I
F =U lETA-;c--3-- -- I
) INTERiVAL iACCEPTANCE f3EST TRLNCI TR L TIE
INIEPRvAL IACFl IEESTI CTRS
FLLE IRLNC TRUP I TLE RLLE TRY:C TFLFj TRUE
85
A l L FAC. 57-"" '
..3TIJ"AR-R-NA'1LLFC= \oO153.,RU3E--I
I .T.._- ___________ i--_A L ,. ; - _S
I ' I  .V L  IACEEFT AICE ;,EST TRLNC TRUE THLEL5-*'-..... ----
1440 14E5 1 1459 0.:0500 | .C9i94394 39 2 1421 ; C.0495 C.Ico0
-P" E-'t[ "---..------- -'T- - " -V -- -
INfERAL IALFT 8EST ICPT PLEST
S LEI TFUNC TRUE tRLE RULE TRuNC IL I TRUE
1255 1300 2 1255 G.C5C 0.1C2 2 1287 U.0531C.l0J
1209 1254 1 12!4 C.C5C C.lC2 2 124() 0.055 IC.IUO1163 IZC8 1 IS4 0o S . 0 .IC4 2 1193 C .C5 7 C. 1OC1ll1 1162 3 1136 0.C5C C.IC6 2 1146 0.C60 I C.I3
IC71 1116 3 IC78 C.C C.1i0 2 1099 C.C63 C.100
1624 IClu 4 lC70 G.G4q 0.112 2 1053 C.C67 C.IJC
S7d 1023 4 IC22 C.C5C C.114 2 1006 0.C7[ I..lC3
932 977 4 S67 C.CSC C.119 2 960 O.C76 C.100
886 931 4 ,13 C .C5C C.126 2 913 0.E811 C.10
I 840 dE5 4 860 0.C5C 0.134 2 867 0.C8 IC.100
147 7S3 4 j55 CC5C 0.155 2 774 0.104
701 746 1 C4 C.C! C IS 2 726 C.114/C.100
7551 700 0.04q 0.173 2 682 C.125 C.1CC
609 654 5 3 O.C5C C.lf6 2 636 0.139 C.100
563 608 5 603 0.C50 C.2C5 2 590 G.155 C. 100
517 562 5 553 C.C5C C.228 2 544 0.113 C.J99
470 516 5 5C4 0.C5c C.2!4 2 496 0.194 J.09;
424 469 I 51455 0.C4' C.2E5 2 452 0.2lq C.C9g
378 423 4C7 O.C5C 0.319 2 40b 0.248 C.019
332 377 r - A 5q 0.C4s C.3kC 2 360 0.281 C.lOO
286 331 I 312 0.05C C.4C4 2 314 C.321 C.10J
240 I25 265 0.C4S C.456 2 269 0.37u C.0)'f
1103 239 1 220 0O.C 5C0 2 223 0.426 c.;
_ 
_ 
5 CS1 I _,2 3_1 8
86 ... , _
I -P-U'Zi -U ! AL 71 -
ei u~cj,5 5 L.... I
I INTE R VL ACCEPTANCE BEST TRUCj TR UE TFUE
I SAMPLE NUMBER I- CL C A L F A F- fj L 0 E E TA
1INTERwAL ACP1 68tST IACPT B~EST
I ULE ITRUNC ITRUE' TRLE RULE TRhUIRE ITRUE1-94 35- CM4 i u 1 TPU C - 2 C ' I
1 480 1 518 2 515 O .C5C 0.1C2 1 437 U .C57 " 10i)
440 4.79 2 457 IC.C5C .1l(7 1 448 1C.C64 'cIuC~jJ
I401 439 i 4C4 10.05010.117 1 4JS C .C 7 3 L .1 GI362 4C 3~ 4C0 0.04s C.H 1 369 U.L36 IC.1iJO
323 361 1 % 1 0.C5C 0.11-3 1 3?9 0.102 JC.lCJ
1 284 I322 3 RC6 0.05C C.157 1 290 0.124 C.IUO
245 2E3 ; 60 0.C5C C.152 1 251 0.153 IC.1C.0
206 I244 216 0.050 0.240 1 212 C. 152 IC. IC>
12 6 3 .~C34 1 15I.2166 2C5 3 113 0 C90 0.3C5  74 C .24 7 C .099
127 1 6 IllO*45.S 1 13 .3CC.,9
NATUK~AL TRUNLATI(IN PCINT= 371 TRUE ALFA= C.C'4
I INTERVAL IACFACIEST JRLNCI TRUE )TFL
FACM CEF1AJ\ fq~4B
LT-- -AcqI
INrERvAL JC16STAP ET 1
SRULE TRUNC TRUE TRLE RULE TIUNC IRLEJ TFU
1201 2 ;3 216 C.C5C C.123 1 213 0 C.8314C.IC )
166 I1I.9 I2 171 C.C49 C.160 1 179 C.11.1 C.1. C
131 16', 165 O.C45 0.177 1 146 G.1531 i.J-)
97 1C 2 130 .C.C5C C.223 1 112 C.2 I-Cec.3 9 9
87
I-
ISAMPTL NLMBER - C I C41FA i01C2EI'
INJTERVAL ACFI OEST ACPT BEST
&LLE T&UNC TRUE TLE RUL.E TRUNC TP U EITRUE
141I j Ii 2 1C C.C I C.1CY; 1 156 C.L7-. C.IC01
I~li 14 i 131 O.C5C C.1-'4 1 127 C. 101 L:C.S
49 - 7 r 52 l.1_- 
_ d CA2-2JCr
SPILE W'dJ E1F C L C T-0 L -177 C27 E r -
PITERVAL ACFJ BEST ACPT 83FST
9 1 122 2 1221 O.CA1 C.11 113 10.0" .72 9
1 c4 1 0.C4jS CzI1 6 1.5 C.'2'J,
INPTERVAL I ACCEFTANCE1'REST THUNCI TRUE I Tk~LEJ
INEVLTC1ES AT BESTT~
RULE WU~rSC TRUEJ TRLE RULE TP'JNC TI UE ITRUFE
53 4 4 O.C41 C.12t8 1 79 C.5 CS1.C%7'
88
1~rrT R U
I.TER AL IACCEFLANCE JIBES7T PLNCI TRUE TFUE
_.U.LM I TE
VqfE RA L _ IA C FJI W NWS T R A CPL IT 4 U T C IEJ T U
1RLLEI TI"N rLEITRLL E ARN .1~ TJ
1UAiNTRV AL ACCE~TFT=EBSTTU TRUE i L.C41
SAMPL NLMEEF I- C L C A L F A F 0 L C E E T A
ITERVAL IAF ET ACTBS
RLEU H11314 TRUE T RL E R LE T TR UNTC TPLEJ TRUF
89
i AUlTAIT17F T.Z-_-N 41' T.tJE LT-A=-_..4,713
1SAMPLE NLMdER cL T L F A A N r) B E I
INIERAL ,CCEFAICE BEST TRUNC TRUE TRLE45 IL- -21 --- 1 -- - IA
4111r 4151 3 '129 0.0480 c.ICOO
4011 I 4110 4C7 0.0482 C.ICJO
4C3J I 4C7 3 4C46 0.3434 C.1003| io 4029 2 4C05 C.0485 C.10oC1 3949 3989 2 3S55 0 C0500  . C c 7
I 3SC3 3 948 3 3q23 0.0491 C. IJOJ| 3868 L 97 E 3F2 0.0494 C.0l
ISAtPLE htMt E - 1 -i C - C" L F A -- I- . L C
1,TER'AL ACRI EST ACPT 8EST
RL;E TUNC TRUF TRLE .ULE TROJNC ILE TRUUE
. ... + -C . IM " i ..... 7 Atf 1
3746 13786 .3 3149 0.C50 1C.lC0 3 3759 J.C50 C.luJ
3701 2 745 z 3i45 C.cC C.Icc 3 3716 J.C51 C.l'J
36 5 3705 4 3700 0.050 C.lCO 3 3677 C.C51 C.1.J
3625 3664 4 3f51 C.C5C 0.101 3 3635 3.C51 C.tJ
3584 3624 4 3602 0.CC C.lCl 3 3595 C.C52 C.103
3544 3583 4 3554 C.5C C .1C1 3 3555 t.C52 C.1IC
350- 2543 4 35c6 C.c5c C.ICI 3 3514 u.C53 C.1) )
3463 3502 5 3502 C.CSC c.1C2 3 3473 C.C53 C.100l
3422 -462 5 3458 OCC C.1C2 3 3432 C.C54 C.1.J
34332 54.1 .411 0.CSC C.lC2 3 3391 0.054 .,303341 3381 5 3364 c.C50 o.1c3 3 3351 C.C5s C.1uC
3300 " 2340 5 3218 .5C 0Q.103 3 3310 tU.L55 C.133
326J 3299 5 3271 0.C50 C.IC4 3 3269 0.056 C.10J
3219 3259 5 2225 C.C5C O.1C4 3 3228 C.C56 C.1,j.)
1 3179 1 121b z 179 O.C5C C.1(5 3 31686 .L57 L.10(I
1 3138 3176 f - 118 0.C C C.1(5 3 3147 C.C5V C.1,,,,
309d 137 f j133 C.C5C C.(5 3 3L06 C.C58 C.10)
3057 31S7 6 3C7 C.C5C C.1(6 3 3065 0.C58 L.100
3017 .056 6 3C42 G.C50 0.1C7 3 3025 c.C6C C.IJ
2576 --C16 6 2557 C.C5C 0.1(8 3 2984 U.C61 0. t-3
2936 2975 6 2952 0.C5C 1C9 3 2943 C.C62 C.100
2895 2935 6 2SC7 0.C50 C.110 3 29J3 0.C63 C.lu
2855 2894 f 2E62 0.C5C C.111 3 2862 .0C64 G c
2814 2854 6 2E17 O.C5C C.112 3 2321 C.C65 C.IOC
27 4 2613 3 2813 0.C5C 0.113 3 2781 )C66 C .10
2733 2773 1 2113 C.C-C C.113 3 2740 C.C67 C.1i
2692 Ie 732 7 2728 0.C5C 0.115 3 27%0 C. Le C. IC0
2652 26S1 1 26E4 0.C5C 0.116 3 2659 U."69 C.1!'J
261L 2651 7 2640 0.050 0.117 3 2616 0.C71 C.1"'
2571 2610 7 2596 0.C50 0.119 3 2578 0.72 C .IL,
253J Z570 1 2552 G.CSC C.121 3 2537 U.C74 C.IJJ
2490 2529 1 2508 C.C5C 0.123 3 2496 C.C 5 C.1L3
2449 2489 1 2464 0.050 C.125 3 245c 0.C77 C.lCJJ  4d 1 21 CC!C . 7 3 2415 G.C78 C. )
2366 24C8 7 2377 0.C5C 0.129 3 2375 0.Le C.1'4
S2323 237 1 2334 C.05C C.132 3 2334 U.C'2 oL. )
I 220? 1 2327 1 2291 0.C5C 0.134 3 12293 0.CE4 C.1(7
?4247 1 2286 7 2248 0.C50 0.13 3 12253 10.C86 0.)
-- Jo 2246 E ,46 0.(5CIC.137 3 2212 G.0,89 L.1003
2166 I 2205 1 12205 IC.C5C C.14C 3 2172 3.09l J. 133
2125 I65 E 2162 C .C5C 0.143 3 2131 J.3
90
2G84 2124 8 1llg IO.C5C C. 46 3 2091 IC.CS61C.1Ol
J2044 i3 8 2076 G.C5C 0.149 3 2050 C.C99 C.ILJ
2CU3 2043 E 2G33 C.C:C C.1!3 3 201C 0.102 I.1u"L963 2002 6 ISSI 0.C5C C.157 3 1969 6.105 C.IGC
IS22 I 1562 E 1S48 C.C5C 0.161 3 1928 0.108c.Ic
1882 IS 1 ISC6 0.Cc C. 165 3 188 C.111 C.IC3
181#l 1881 6 1863 0.C5C 0.170 3 1847 C.115 C.10I801 1840 1 1621 0.05C 0.175 3 1807 0.118 C..3:)
1760 1800 t 1779 C.CC C. 17S 3 1766 0.122 C. 1CO
i21 1759 E 1136 0.050 0.105 3 1726 0.127 C.10)1679 1719 1 JfS4 0.C5C C.l I 3 16;35 0.131 G.1OJ
1639 1678 ' 152 C.C5C C. I,7 3 1645 C.136 C. I'0
1593 I1638 E 1I f10 OCSC C .2C3 3 1634 0.140 C.IoJ
1551 15S7 k 11;9 0.CSC C. 9 3 1564 C.145 C.100
1517 I1557 e 11527 C.C5C 0.2 16 3 1523 C. *51 C.* 10
1471 1516 fj 1485  0:05C0.2 3 1483 0.156 0:100
1.J95 1435 e 1402 0.C5C 0.239 3 1402 0 .169( 0.10J
1355I 134 E 1360 0.C5C C.248 3 1361 0.175 C.IOJ
1314 1354 8 ll; 0.05C C.257 3 1321 C.182 C.10J
1274 1313 E 1277 C.C5C C.267 3 1281 C.190 C.105
1233 1273 E 1236 C.CSC C.276 3 1240 C.LS7 C.1OO
1193 1232 6 1194 0.05C 0 ZE 7 3 1200 C*.216 c:Ic1152 11S2 E 1153 c.csc C., c8 3 1159 C .214 1 ") 0
1112 1151 E ]112 0.05C C.3CS 3 1119 10.223 C.I0
IC71 11i e 1071 C.CSC 0.321 31079 10.234 C.100
i31 107C S ICIC C.C5C I.3- 22 3 1038 0.243 0.100
990 1030 S 1030 C.05C C.333 3 998 0.254 C.101
550 69 s s89 0.C5C 0.346 3 958 0.266 C.J99
;09 49 S S48 C.CiC :C.360 3 917 0.277 C.I,}0
869 9C8 S SC7 0.C5C C.375 3 877 C.-91 C.lCC
62i b6d s, b66 O.C5C C.390 3 837 0.305 0.0;9i
781 827 s 625 0.C5C C.406 3 796 0.318 C.103747 786 s 784 O.CSG 0.424 3 756 (1.334 C.IOtjI
706 746 1 44 G.C5C IC.439; 3 716 ;.350 0.J99
666 705 s 103 0.049 C.45S 3 675 C.366 C.100
625 665 s 663 0.G5C C.476 3 635 0.35 0.099
565 t24 S f23 C.CSC 0.45 5 3 594 0.4031C.100
544I 584 , 583 0.C5C 0.515 3 554 C.425 C.CSS
5U4 543 c 543 C.G5C C.536 3 513 0.446 C.10
463 503 E 464 0.05C C.575 3 413 C.471 C.Og
423 462 8 425 C.G5C 0.6C1 3 432 C.495 c.0fl382 422 f 386 C.CSC 0.624 3 391 6.5221 0.09
342 381 8 348 ,.C5C C.647 3 349 C.5481C.11,C
I301 341 E 310 C .0C50CC .6 71 3 338 0 .58 11 A
12611300 kj 273 C.CaC C.6c4 3 25~5 0.6131C.099
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.__J_, /._ _3L _ __05 . _.A Zi ',/. ..;.
iI
-NK 2 cL0 P i.
----- ---- - --------I E N__T.dJ LB C LADCT A AT5FV_ I
INTEP AL ACCEF1A ICE 3EST IRLNC TRUE TFLE
I W-ifl ---- ft1 E4JL_ - MKi 107 1113 2 | C8 0.0465 C. c10
UIC44 d ld 2 1C64 0.046 G.1001
I .... A _J . . Li _ _ _ _.L ___2._ ___... I.. ~. ...  C 2. g_
NTEIVAL ACFI EEST BEST
IRLLE lad.NC TRLE TRLE RLLE TRUNCL TRUE TRUEJ
1 140 ;74 i 43 C.C!C C. I 2 960 C.C5 2 C. IC
9G6 939 3 939 0.C4S 0.1C2 2 925 J.C54 C.l3J
871 9C5 ES7 C.C5C C.1C3 2 891 0.C56 C.10837 870 - E5 .C5C C.IC6 2 856 iG.L5S C.6"
802 836 2 810 C.c5c O.lC9 2 822 J.C62 C.I00
767 1 81 i:8 C.CEC C.113 2 797 0.C66 C.100
7 33 766 4 166 0.05C 0.114 2 752 C.C7G C.1 -C
61;8 732 4 12b O.C5C C.118 2 718 0.074 IC.IJO
661+ I 97 4 6 0 .C5C C.124 2 683 C.C80 C.100
629 663 4 646 0.05C 0.132 2 649 0.C86 C .10)
594 t28 4 6C6 C.C5C C.142 2 614 0.C94 C.1.J
560 5S3 4 567 O.C5C C.1!3 2 579 C.102 C.103
525 559 4 529 O.C5C 0.166 2 545 C.112 C .IO490 "524 4 ASC O.C5C IC.1E4 2 510 C.123 C.tO l,
456 489 5 489 C.049 0.186 2 476 C.137 (.10C421 455 5 453 .05C C0.2C2 2 441 G.152 .1O
381 420 5 415 O.C4S C.226 2 407 0.171 C.100
352 386 5 379 0.05C 0.25J 2 372 0.191 C.10)
311 351 5 242 0.C5C C.2EI 2 338 0.216 C.100
283 316 5 3C6 C.C5C C.315 2 304 0.246 0.09
246 2E2 5 27C 0.C5C C.355 2 270 0.281 C.099
i214 247 5 234 O.C4S C.4C3 2 235 0.319 C.1C3
179 213J 5 199 0.C4q 0.454 2 201 C.367 C.C'9
144 178 5 165 O.C4S C.5C8 2 167 0.425 C.093
_ 2._ O,,S. ;, _2_. 2_ C S2 C.
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ITR A ACEFiI'NCE dEST TRUNC TR4 TPOE
SAMPLE NOW~E t C L 0 A L F A Hi 0 L 0 8 E I A
1-IERVAL IACFl EEST ACPT BEST
RLLE 1RLNC IPETL RULE TR!JNC IT UEI TRUJE
1'469 4S 29 4S9j. C4 ' 41)~ Z lu
1 439 468 2 464 O.C5C C.1CI 1 4.40 C.C'5g C.100
I 4U03 438 i 419 0.C9C C.1C5 1 4lu 6.L611C.13)
376 477 2 '277 0.C49 C. 12 1 349 0.q66 C.10u14 37 747 377 C.C4C C.113 1 379 0.078 C.10:
311 346 2 .339 C.C5C C.123 1 319 C.C89 C.10J
286 316 1 "2 C.C5C C.129g 1 268 C.103 IC.ICOI25o 285 i 265 O.C4S C.1H3 1 258 C.123 C.Cgq
1 225 255 3 230 G.C4S 0.194 1 227 0.147 0.10.)195 224 3 1% c 46 4 C26 197 C.1801 C.IC
1 164 194 I4 19 .049 0.2441 1 1 t7 o.223~ C .01913 1(;3J 4 L'3 0.C5 C.2E91  1 137 0.279 C.099I
1O Jj 4 13JC.C4S C.362 1 107 C.354 .cq
I NJALEJ .LE4.]AZEBS TPNI TRUE Ti
1 AT VAL Jt~NAL~F I ET ~ 356T TRE AF=C.T
IN I A L LA~E FUAC TRES TRUEPUL TRUEI TLE TOiL I A . ;
J246 i72 i i72 G.C4S C.ICl 5 .5 .C
219 1245 i 32 C.C5C C.111 1 225 C.C7 .C
191 Z 18 2 1%6 C.C50 C.129 1 198 iC.C86 C.16)
164/ L';0 3 ISO 0.C46 C.14C 1 171 0.108 C.lu.,)
137 I163 3 161 0.04G 0.164 1 145 C.1421C.C9':,
10-1 136 2 129 0.C5C 0.214 1 118 C.919C.J-,'i
__j IC8 I . S8 0O.C4S)C.253 1 9 C.26C C.C','
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I -5.c. 5---
SA?~$LL U?42E ~ i- C L LA ANJ 1A
ITER AL ALLEPTANCE~ BEST TRUNCI TROE TPUE
SAMPLEN tL~dET -77LC 1 F A F- C L C SETI lDOERVAL ACFl EEST ACPT BEST
ALLE ITFUNCI TRUE ITPUE RULE TRJNC TkLEI TRUE
168 £92 19J2 G.C44 C.1C6 1 184 0 C60 C.lG )
143 167 2 1 E5 0.CEClIC.110 1 157 iC.C74 C. 100
93 L17 2 S7 C.C4S (.195 1 106 0.13c C.CC
I 68 S2 2 68 O.C4G 0.292 1 91 C.ISE c.cQ-G
INEVA_____ ACIBS TLC TRUL .,A~s TRL
ISA PLCLdE1- AL ~F A T-0 -76
I NTER'%AL IACFII EEST jACPT BEST
rRULE 1R NC TRUE I RUE RLLE TRUNC TPLEJ TPIJE
20 2-~' 127 O.C4fl0.110 1 117 0.C7 3 1
t12 104 i 8 c C . 123 1 95 0.ft- C.C1'
159 8i1 8$ 0.0491C.2CI1 7 C .15 2 IC.lu~
94
p 1 . ~ _ .L-= _5 _
INTER AL 1 JACCEPTANCE1'BEST TRLNCI TR UE TL
INTERVAL j CF1 IEESTI ACPT BEST
4 I ~RULE I1RLNj TRU~j TRUEJIRULE ITRUNC TRUEI TRUE
522 9q4 U.'2f.15II I.C .1C
3J1-1---i -4 .C.14 J 16 .11221 C.Ui3
I-L A __ U -
NTERV~AL I ~ I 1EST 1CTBSL CLfjT'GNCE 8ET PUNC ~ TRJNC TP~f LE
I671 86 69 O.49 0.118 1 78
I4-1I 6 66 O.C45 C .128 1 6 18 0.099
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TRUNCATION AND ACCEPTANCE RULES FOR SEQUENTIAL TESTS FOR A BERN-ETCIU)
UN. SEP 80 J1 PETERSEN
CAI IFE MLA ~
I uuu7uuu11111112moso
I -"- rLu j I 00
I"zAML P %L1488"PT-'[T -- CLT----------"-7- --- C [
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I 2212I 22t3 3 2231 0.0480 0. iOI
2iii 1 2 11 z 21 3 0.0500 C.CS95
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2025 2055 3 2031 0.C5C C.100 3 2044 C.L51 I(.1C
1993 202i4 4 024 IC.C5C 0 .10 3 2012 0.051 C.10'
I1;62 1992 4 1992 C.C5C C.1C1 3 1981 C.G52 C.100
' 1931 1961 4 IS54 0.05C 0 .C1 3 1950 0.053 C.I C
1699 1930 4 S16 C.C5C C.1C2 3 1918 0,C53 C.100
I 186d ldd 4 1679 C.C5C C.1C3 3 1897 C.L54 C. jI
1837 1667 4 1842 C.C5C0 C.C3 3 1856 0.C55 .1,09
1805 1836 4 1EC5 0.C5C C.C4 3 1825 C.C5 C.1')I 1774 I 18.4 ' 18C4 0.C50 G.1C4 3 1793 0.C57 C.ICC
174.3 1773 5 1769 0.05C C.1C5 3 1762 0.C5L6 0.10] )
L711i 1742 5 1133 0.C5C C.1C6 3 1731 C.C5 C.10]
1680 1710 5 1697 0.05C0 0.107 3 1699 0.C601 O.IOI 1649 1679 5 1661 C.CSC C.1(9 3 1668 U.C61 C.lCl
1617 1648 f 1626 C.C5C C.1IC 3 1637 C.C63 C.IOCI
1586 I1(16 5 15SU 0.C5C 0.112 3 1605 0.C64 C.10
I 1555 1:85 5 155 C.C5C C.113 3 1574 C.C66 C.103I 1524 1554 6 1554 0.C5c 0.114 3 1543 0.067 C.IuC
1492 1523 6 152C C.C5C 0.115 3 1512 0.069 C.100
1461 1491 6 1485 C.C5C C.11 3 14'30 C.C71 C.lC)
I 1430 1460 6 1451 C.C5C C.12C 3 1449 J.073 C.iCO
1398 1429 4 1416 C.C5C C.123 3 1418 0.075 C.I!)
1367 1397 6 132 O.C5C C.125 3 1396 C.C77 C.lv
133o 136b 6 1348 C.CSC 0.128 3 1355 0.c80 0.11J
1304 1335 6 1-14 O.C5C C.12 3 1324 .,32 C.ILO
1273 13G3 6 1280 C.C5C 0.1235 3 1293 ;.C85 L.130
I 1242 1272 6 1246 C.C5C C.14C 3 1261 J.C68 O.i(]I 1210 1241 6 1213 0.C5C C.1'2 3 1230 C.C1 C. tj
1179 Izc9 6 1179 C.C5C C.148 3 1199 O.C95 C.1,C)
1i146 1178 j 1178 0.050 C.14s 3 1167 U.C93 C.1))
1116 1147 7 1146 C.050 0.153 3 1136 C.103 C.RC
IC85 1115 7 1112 0.05C 0.159 3 1135 0.107 C.l0
1C54 1084 I IC79 C.C5C C.1r5 3 IC74 0.112 0.IO
1023 1053 7 1C46 0.C50 0.171 3 1042 C.116 C.1)0
S91 1022 I 1C13 C.CSC C.178 3 1011 U.1.22 1
960 V90 7 980 0.C5C C.I5 3 990 C.12e L.1uC1 29 S 5 '.I 47 0.050 0.194 3 948 0.133 C.IOJ
1 897 928 1 S14 C.C5C C.2C3 3 917 0.140 C.ICO
866 896 7 882 C.C5C 0.211 3 836 C.147 C.lCC
l 35 8C5 7 E49 C.CC 0.221 3 855 0.155 C.IjlO772 OG2 1 !E4 C.C5C C.2'3 3 792 6.171 C.1),
1 141 171 1 7 752 .C5C C.255 3 761 IC.18C C.Il0.
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647 677 7 655 C.C5C C.2S8 3 667 J.212 0.1,l
61'5 646 1 fZ3 0.C4S C.313 3 636 0.225 C.IJJ
584 614 i !91 O.CAS C.331 3 605 C.238 C.ICJ
553 5E3 7 560 C.C5C C.346 3 574 ).253 C.103
521 5!2 1 528 C.C5C C.3f, 3 543 0.26S C.091
490 52u 1 496 0.C5C C.3E7 3 512 C.286 C. C I; S
459 429 1 465 0.C5C Q.4C7 3 431 J.304 G.OG[
428 48  1 433 O.C4C C.4-1 3 450 C.324 C.099
396 427 7 402 0.C5, 0.4'4 3 418 0.343 C.I.J
365 395 i 3 71 C.C5C C.416 3 387 0.366 C.100
334 364 340 O0.C5C C.5C4 3 356 C.392 C.C99
302 333 7 3C9 0.C5C 0.533 3 325 0.420 C.099
271 3C. | 278 C.C4S 0.564 3 2<4 C.450 C.O-d|
240 00 1 249 O.C49 0.593 3 262 C.48C C.C9g
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669 6S5 3 6 4 0.C5C C.lC5 2 682 /.C561C.IDJ
641 668 I 649 0.C5C C.1(8 2 655 C.C61 C.100
613 640 3 615 0.05C CI. 112 2 628 0.C65 C.Io
I58 61i 4 612 1C. C 4C.C113/ 21 6700 C. ,686.1uI55d !5E4 4 5E2 IC.C5CI0.117/ 2/ 573 IC.C73 L.10'
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I 419 I 4 4 423 0.05 C. 016 2 435 IC. LI C.C.j
392 418 4 393 0.05C C.181 2 408 10.123 C.C' ;
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1533 1601 ji43ZS t Z ''C'A I~i mt f.lu Z..IC *JI
1464 1532 i1=32 O.C99 C.lCl 1 1475 c.104 C103
1395 1463 143G 0.1CC 0.IC2 1 1399 0.1ce C.LCJ I
1325 1394 1343 C.1CC 0.IC5 1 1325 C,113 C.lC2 ;
1256 1324 1324 0.0S7 0.IC- 2 1324 5.1i3 o.jJ I-
1187 1255 1253 C.ICC C.l(8 2 1252 IC.118 C.1031117 1186 1165 0.10C 0.114 2 1179 C .125 C.IO:)
IG4d 1116 2 IC81 C.1LC C.121 2 1107 0.133 C.103
?979 1047 3 SS8 C.ICC C.1Ic 2 1036 0.143 C.lC
I S10 i I d 1 T17 0.1C 0.142 2 965 0.154 C.IJ)
840 9C9 4 SC 0.C9 7 C.147 2 894 0.167 C.1CO
771 839 4 838 G.1GC C.157 2 824 C.184 C.100
702 770 4 160 C.CC C.175 2 754 0.203 C:10'1 68 0.1CC C.1il 2 684 C.226 C.
494 5t2 4 33 0.1CC C.256 2 544 J.285 O.iCC
425 1 4S3 4 459 .IGC C.2 6 2 475 C.325 C.C9S355 I424 4 8 .CSS C.342 2 4J5 0,3 711C,13gl
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929 74I 2 1 S.61 0.ICC C.1CII 1 9.79 C.IC7 C.luJ
882 928 2 8;7 C.IC C.IC4 2 928 0.107 C.DuJ
I83b d 1 1 2 1 636 0 -I C CC.iC8 2 879 0.111 G.luO
790 b35 2 E15 C.1CC C.lC8 2 831 G.117 C.100
744 7 9 2 777 G.ICC 0.113 2 7-33 C.123 C. CJ
b7 i t6 G .10C 0.129 2 6 q9 0.14 1 L.100
605 651I t12 0 .IC C 0.14C 2 642 0.152 C.1300
559 604 2 559 0.1CC C.1!5 2 595 0.L66 C.1O
513 558 4 558 O.C99 0.156 2 548 0.182 C.1C3
467 512 4 5C7 C.1CC C.113 2 501 6.201 L.10J
421 466 4 456 0.1CC C.15 2 455 C.224 C.luO
375 42C 4 405 O.C, C.223 2 4J8 0.250 C.10C
328 374 4 355 O.CS . C.256 2 362 0.284 C.103
282 1 327 4 3C6 C.C9q 0.294 2 316 C.323 C.Cq9
236 281 4 258 O.lCC 0.33S 2 270 0.371 C.OgI
19 235 4 209 O.CE C.3S8 2 2?3 0.425 C.i OLA]-. L-- __-._ A. 2._.. CA9S ,G,.f2 _...._ J1...II Q., C.,i3..
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282 3U 2 3C5/C.1CC C.116 l 295 O.1371C.133
443 281 2 253 0.C99 0.129 1 255 C.162 .1CCI 203 242 " 2 205 0.1CC C.116 1 215 0.198 C.1'
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301L I 2051 3C I 0.0977 C.ICCO
2c71 1 O10 2 2S-7 0. )82 C.IC00 u
2-) 3y 2970 Z 2943 I 0.0997 C .1000
239) l 2929 2 299 [ 0.J993 C.ICOO
2.bL.... ...... _ .. 215b _.___ . L., I __
S L "L18- ' i- C L C A FAC E -ITERVAL ACFI @EST JACPT 8'FST
|POLE| II UNC TRUE TRLE 8ULE TRUIr;C TRIE TRfUEFA3- .... __ __ EJL.1,N I.-ALEI_ 1-. ._ -.P Ij I/LEA-_ ji N
1 2809 288 3 1E48 C.C9q/ .ICJ /2 2813 , .1J 1 .jJ
I 276b 2dC8 1 2EC4 C.1CC l.ICC 2 12770 U.1011U. 10
1 2 728 161 i153 O.ICC C.ICI 2 2725 C.IG2 C.100
2687 2727 I 3 21C2 G.1CC 0.101 3 2727 0.1021C.1(,3
2647 26E6 2653 C.iCC C.ICi 3 2685 0.103 C.IQJ
260o i646 I 2646 O.C99 0.1C2 3 2643 C.IC4 C.1"
2566 26C5 4 26C4 0.100 0.102 3 2631 0.105C.IC)
2525 2565 4 2555 0.1CC C.1C2 3 255 . C.105 C.103
2485 2524 4 25C7 0.100 0.1C3 3 2517 C.IC6 C.10)
i444 484 4 2460 C.ICC C.IC4 3 2476 0.106 L.100
2403 2,t43 4 2413 O.ICC C.IC4 3 2434 C.IC9 C. lu
2363 i 24C2 4 2366 C.1CC 0.1C5 3 2392 G.110 C.10'
1 2322 2362 5 2362 O.C'9 C.1C6 3 2151 0.111 C.1,!J
2282 2321 5 2319 O.ICC C.1C6 3 2310 C.113 C.IlCC
2241 22E11 5 2273 C.1 C C 0.1C8 3 22,58 0.114 L. 100
2201 2240 5 12227 0.1CC C.Cq 3 2227 C.10
216o 2200 St 2181 O.ICc 0.110 3 21:16 0 J.l03
21u 2159 r ;136 0.1CC C.113 3 2134 '0.119 C. IcC
207,j 2119 5 2CG C.1CC C.113 3 21J3. .121 C. 1L3;
I 2C39 i C8 5 2C46 0.1w' .L5 3 2062 O.t23 L.1 CC
1 (198 ;038 5 2CC1 C.1CC C.117 3 2021 0.125 [10 ,
1953 1 1997 8 127 O.C99 0.118 3 19810 C.12 C.1.C
1711 157 E 1S57 0.10C 0.119 3 1939 0.130 .133
I 111 1916 I 192 O.ICC C.121 3 1.998 C.133. L1
1 153 1835 6 16 0.1CC 0.124 3 162 0.136 G.1C
S15 186 6 1624 O.1CC C.124 3 18571 0.136 IL (.C
1 1155 1 1794 6 1780 C.1CC 0.126 3 1775 C.142 C.1C
1 1114 1 1754 E 11136 C.ICC 0.1I2 3 1734 0. 145 .1C)
1 1674 1713 6 1193 G.lCC C.126 3 16104 0.14 C.165f1633 ,161  t 1649 .CC 0.13S 3 1653 C.153 C.16k,
153 I1632 I 61606 C.ICC 0.143 3 1612 0.156 .103
1552 I592 1 11563 0.1CC C.147 3 1571 G.161 C.1)')I1512 1551 6 1520 0.1C0 0.1%1 3 1530 0.165 C .1C j
1431 1411 C 1434 0.100 C.156 3 149C01 C.1
1471 14k 1437 C.ICC C.156 3 1449 0.170 C.10)
139 1430 1 C'91 0.ICC C.167 3 1408 C.181 C.1 j
1350 1389 I1 13S C.CSS C.169 3 1367 0.116 C .10
13J9 149 1 1348 C0. 1C C .17 3 1327 0.193 C.113
1269 I 308 I7 1306 C .I CC C0. 179 3 1286 L. IS9 C.1'GC
I12 23 1268 7 1263 0.1CC 0.186 3 1245 I0.2 C 6C .l1c j
117 1187 1 1179 C .1CC0 0. 20 3 1164 C0.2221 C.h 2
Ilo 1146 i 1137 C.ICC 0.2(8 3 1123 0.230 0.133)
1066 1105 7 1C9;5 0.1CC C.217 3 1043 10.2401 C.LL.C
I1025 WE!) 1 1(93 0.1CC C.226 3 104+2 10.24(; C.103
985 1024, 11011 0.1CC 0.216 3 tOJ2 C.26CIC.O0;
S44 I 984 1 S69 0.10C C.247 3 961 0.270 C. 1)
904 l43 S27 C.CcS C.259 3 q20 0.281 C.1)10
863 903 e E6 C. ICC C.2tS 3 8.30 C.694 C. ICC
b2J E62 I c44 C.IOC 0.283 3 831, C.307 U.10.)
782 q22 7 tC2 O.CSS C*2C7 3 799 0.222 C.O 74742 7E1. 7 761 0.,00 O.ll 3 758 0.36 C.1C,,,101 741 7 720 0.1CC 0.J25 3 7L7 O351 C-100
661. 70 7 678 C.c,- C.543 3 677 C.369 C.099
62U 660 7 637 0.C99 0.359 3 636 0.3d6 .I J)
580 619 - 5S6 C.ICC C.377 3 596 0.406 C.099
539 579 7 555 O.ICC C.3c7 3 555 C.426 C.C914193 538 7 514 0 .1 CC C .417 3 514 0.447 C,.-1)Q
458 4S7 7 473 0.CSS C.44C 3 473 C.470 C.lC
4.17 457j 7 4132 0.CS9 C.4(4 3 432 C.4974 C.ICC377 416 i 392 0.099 0.487 3 391 0.521 0.J99
336 376 - 352 0. ICC C.511 3 350 0.551 C. ;9q
?96 335 7 312 0.10C 0.53S 3 338 0.581 C.094
e55 i25L 272 C.L , C.57C 3 2o5 G.613 0.094
" ET-1B'E i t -T .... U A-----E--!-- -
ACTEk AL LCEPIANCEIBEST IRLNCI TRUE I TFLE I
I t .L.-I - - i U, A5 Ab-
799 I 833 1 30.0
SAMPLE NUMEEk L L C A L F A I- C L J 8 E I AN ACF1 EEST ,ACPT BEST
.7Ij4RLE TPLNC TRLE TRLE RULE TRUNC TFUE TRUE
696 729 2 722 0.1CC 0.101 2 7219 C.lCI C.1 G
661 6S5 2 674 O.ICC C.IC3 2 694 0.106 C.10J
626 660 2 628 C.ICC .1(7 2 658 /3.110 C.103
592 625 625 0.C9 C.lC3 2 622 0.1It, C.IGJ
557 591 584 0.ICC C. 112 2 596 U.122 C.10J
522 556 541 C.ICC C .119 2 551 C.13C C.-1;
483 521 50O 0.1CC 0.123 516 0.140 C.1lUJ
453 4E7 459 0.CGS C.14C 2 480 0.151 C.IO
419 452 3 420 C.ICC 0.153 2 445 C.164 C.1CC
334 418 4 418 O.Ce C .156 2 410 C .180 L.i00
34.) 333 4 00 O.CS 1 C172 2 375 C.19G C.IGO
3.5 348 4 1 342 0.09S C.1S4 2 341 0.223 C.3ri
261 314 4 I 3C4 O.CS9 C.221 2 306 .250 '.099
246 279 267 0.10010.2.2 2 271 0.282 C.1ICC
11 2 4 230 0.1CC 0.2S1 2 237 0.323 C.U,;S
1 176_1 21U] 4j I ;3 JO.CSSC.340 2 2E02 0.3(S91.42 ].75  / i57 O0. 991lO.3S5 2 1.6 7 .4241C.:;"311
112
I 1,,4T E R AL aC ETNEBEST 'TRLNCI T? UE JTPL
INTPLiER AL CL E ES L FcP BEST0 E
RULE IFLUNC TRLE TRLE RULE TP.UNC' JFUj TR'JP
3 4 11 55 C.ICC C.ICG I 35 10.100 C.lJ'J
215 34 1 34 0.0%6 C. 103 1 324 C. ICG C. 10)
,28 31 2 4 3C7 O.CS 0.1C7 1 292 0.1201 C.10~)
i4 23 - 265 O.CSS C.115 1 261 0.136 C.103
3 3 23 0.0O.6 C. Ili5 1 199 '0.187' C .1. J1,3 3 IS O ~ .1CC C.101 1 18 U.2 .022S.120.3 1 238 U.22t C.100I132 I1621 3 154 0 .0 S C .214 1. 13d C.281 C C,: 3
I2 11 3 12C O.CSS C.215 1 107 0.352 C. li )
10 1lLS -J- E. 7 1 1~
TZ77uC2C.Gr 7A0 1 cacI --lT .27JS0.
I 1WTUR AL T R Z ic
I I14TER'vML JACCEFTM\CEI BEST IRLNC I TRUE TF
INTEt4VAL IACFT EEST ACPT R3EST
JFLLE TtRLNC TRUE TPUE RUILE TRIJNC TPUE T~jc
19 2-6 p1 J4 LEI
163 189 - E O.C'4 C.lC9 1 1 0.123 C.10J
135 2 ~;u*~ 162 2 155 0 C195 0.123 1 1!i8 iC.152 C .C ";Ic 14 lG0.01;c C.164 1 1.20 10.195 C .091)
113
1- P .0- FAFYZ.C 1H .asJhZT
NTEI AL ACCEF1IL'CE BEST TRUNCI TRUE TFL
__6 :I.. _-h -_ __
MINTERVAL IF IEkSTI ACPTIB.P1 NABEictF - WU W I
FULE IiRUNCI TRUE ITRLE RUNE TUNC1 TRIJE TRIJ
11114~ 1 123 0.0.Tt 313i.U'I92 11161 21 1l LOC1 C.12  110.14 :1) o-;
679j 1 j 86)O.C'91j0.6 1. 3 . 0 JC
i -NU.2C A7AC.C HI=T 1.5 -1 -R 43~
INTEfWVAL_ ACCEPTANCE IBEST TRUK]I TRUE I TRI
I NTERVAL ACP1IBESTI ACT tES I
_4LRLL ITALKC TRUE I TRLE I RCLLETR JNCJ IRLE JTkUE
-Jij f l N T 0 .jr I _'jCI6O j j (
I L 8002C LAi 2C1 0 8L .06 .1 1 .372 T3-.60C6O5
1.------- - - ------. ~2
I I H A I ACCEFTAN'CE BEST TPUNCI TRUE TRLE
-1 IJL L1--k+= c.i-f-A4 j3LIA.
l INTERV~AL AC+BS CTFBREST
I UL TLN TUE TRE UE TR .CI LL-I Ttr.JS
51.R T 68 fJ I
114
P G L 7 LF 77 -.-jC 67J 1.2i LL1i2KZSUT~l
INTEmALACCEPANCEIBFST TRLNCI TRUE I TF.LF
mrEPFIAL AC1 STIACPTES1' JF LL TIU.NC ITRUEJ iRLE I kULLTRJTRUE~
1 2L '1 J5tIj--
dIzAJI 011A-LAC.C 1  H4.2 1  11'--KT[- I U-TN'71-11FI 11 iT 1 I -- ---- T.. STT- -- 0.Z77Z--
SAMPLt.. NLMiR I- C L C A L F A A N 0 E E l A
[,41ERVAL ACCEFANCE BEST TRLNC TRUE ITFLF5icL J L..... .... ~t 17G3 1--438..
1677 J 17L7 2 l0 / 0 q 6 6 C.IC c
1645 167b 1 1649 O.loo o.C Y. 4
1 1o44 z 162 C .C, qC 83 c.Ic o0
_JP J_.LT. ... _.... 5 - _---_.
I- 4 LRA C ICP BEST~FI}LE L%'C TjC UE TRLE RLLE TRUN CI T.UEI TRdE
I 152J 155 5 0 . C.C .CI 2 1529 0.101 C.1OJ
l L409 1519 11t18 I0.1CC C.ICI 2 1496 0.102 C.lC3I 1457 1488 1478 c.1CC 0.Ic1 2 1464 0. 1041 C. ICC
1426 1456 1439 O.Il C 0.1C2 2 1432 10.105 0.1J)
1395 1425 2 1101 O.ICC O.1C3 2 1399 O.IC C.LCQI 3 I I I1363 1- 13f3 C.1CC 0.1 4 2 1367 O.109
1332 1362 4 f132 O.ICC C.IC4 2 1335 0.11016.')
1 1301 1331 4 1326 IC.ICC C.IC5 2 1303 0.112 C.1iC
12J 13C0 ' 45289 0.1CC '0.1C7 2 1271 01501.I123 1269 4 1252 0.1 CC C. 1CS 2 129 0.117 C.L)
I 1201 1237 4 1216 C.ICC 0.111 2 1207 0.119 C.IC2
I 1176 12Cb 4 1180 C.lOC C.113 3 1216 10.119 C. 10J
S1114 115 4 1145 0.0CC C.115 3 1175 0.122 C.1I0J
111$ 1143 4 1143 0.C99 0.116 3 1143 10.122 C.10)
1G82 1112 5 111C C.1CC C.118 3 1112 U.129 C.1II..)
1051 1081 5 IC75 C.1CC C.I1 3 1030 0.132 C. lu'OL 10-) 1049 5 IL40 0.ICC C.125 3 1049 0.136 C.100
98d 1018 t 1CC5 0.CC C.12S 3 1017 C.14C C.ICO
J5 87i 5 971 C.100 0.133 3 986 C. 145 C.luO
S 25 S 55 S 37 0.1CGC0.138 3 954 U.150 C.1))
894 194 I5 9012 0.1CC C.114 3 9?2 0.155 C.IuQ
662 893 5 869 O.1CC C.149 3 8*1 0.162 C.130
831 I t] E t35 O.LCC C.156 3 859 G.168 L.19)
800 630 I 5 801 .CS c C.164 3 828 c.175 SC.t)
1 769 79 S k 7S9 0.CC8 0.166 3 796 0.182 L.16)
1 737 I768 1 t -0 t8 0.1ICC C. 112 3 765 0.191 C .1 )
7LS 736 6 735 G .IC C C. 1.0 3 734 C . GCC C.^q,
I 675 5 75 6 02 O.ICC C.189 3 702 0.209 C.I)J
I 64 o74 6 669 0.ICC C.2CC 3 671 C.220 C.');'9
612 642 6 636 0.10 0.211 3 639 0.231 C.1 .
561. 611 t fC3 C.ICC C.2i4 3 608 0.244 .
1 549 580 6 510 O.CS c, G.238 3 577 C.25S 9.C9qS51d 549 538 GoLCC C .;!!2 3 545 J."72 C . 1(,)487 517 6 505 O.CGS C.269 3 514 0.28S C.3'f 55 486 6 473 0.CC 0.265 3 482 C.3J5 C.1)42,t 4544 441 0.1¢,3 0.303 3 451 U.-25 IO.C9i
391 413 E 4G6 O.CSS C. 3 27 3 420 IG.3J47 [C.oq)
361 31 1 6 376 0.C9S 0.349 3 18 0.368 C.1,O;33J 36G 6 344 G.Cq c. C.173 3 357 0.393 0O.G99
291) 329 6 -12 0.CSA C.4CO 3 326 C.422 C.C;A
267 298 56 281 O.ICC 0.426 3 294 0.449 J.OV?
236 266 4 24S 0.C9 SC.459 3 262 0.4805C.I J0
2G5 235 6 i18 C.CqS C.4SG 3 231 C.518I C.C9G I
174 2C4 t 6 187 0.C9€ 0.!26 3 198 C.552 C.163 I3 -ii 1.15 .D A.EC I I.~ LA ll-JJ I
116
-S AMPLT-FNL-ME ER A *CC I-
INFER' AL I CEFAC BEST TRUNCI T~ETRUE
39 665 14
5AMPLL NLIER F- C L 1 F- AL-C 2- F I
INTL VAL ACFI EEST ACPI BFST
FLLE 1PLNC TRUE1 TRLE RULE TRUt\C TkLEI rplE
556 h 5t2 i 519 C.ICCJC.1CC 2 582 C.101 IC.1L3
1528 1 555 1 2 540 C.1C0 O10 2 5541C.105'(1C
1 500 527 i 5C3 C .1C C C.1C6 2 525 0.1J9 0J.10i43 99 3 4S9 0.098 C.lC8 2 496 0.114 C. 101,I445 472 3 468 C.1CC C.111 2 458 J.121 C.100
1417 4.44 31 433 C.CSS C.113 2 440 0.129 C.100I390 1416 3 4CC C.C99 C.127 2 412 C. 13 1C. liJ
362 I3E9 3 363 10,100 0.138 2 384 0.150 C.10)
3-34 1361 3 336 0.1CC C.1!2 2 356 C.163 0.1)0
307 333 4 333 0.097 0.157 2 326 C.17-; C.099
Z79 30C6 4 GC .1CC C.16S 2 300 0.t18 C.IC;J
251 278 4 274 0.1CC C.191 2 272 C.22G C.IOC
I224 I25C 4 243 0.C99 C0.220 2 244 C.; 47 IC.10C
1 196 e23 I4 2 13 C.CcA C .2 !3 2 I2P7 0.282 G.099
1 168 1S5 4 184 0.CqG 0.269 2 1893 C.:2C C.cqq
140 167 4) 155 C C C.335 2 161 J.366 C .09 ?I 1 139 4 10j ijs C.2s1 2 1 3 .2 .J
IOOO5 IAUA UNA1[NC 13 U P ZZ--~
I ------ ~ --- ----------------- 
- -C5 .. I
LL731,NF L IACCEFTANCE BEST RLNC TRUE Th'LE1 335 135 1 ~ 44 0tC4 *c CG 1",
t-JI rw Z~--m- ru------
I NTER'%AL ACPI O EST ACPT B3EST
A ~ LLE T9kUNC TRUE TRLE RULE TRUNC, INLE j TRUE
260 1 E4 1 k 218 C.ICC 0.1C5 1 265 0.118 (C.100
235 .259 244 0C.1CC C.115 1 240 0.132 C.0',91
210 234 3 212 C.CIC .137 1 2149 0.173IE5L 2C4 3 212 C.CS0C.1li 1 149 U.173(.Q
160 Ld'. 3 J.1 0.C S C.1f1 1 164 C.2C5 jC.,'99
135 I159 I3 152 0 .C99 0.191 1 13c) G.,248 C.C' 3
110 I134 I3 124. 0.CSS C.228 1 114 G.304 G-q
d6 L9 3 6JOCIC.3C7 1 89 C.378j C0.071
117
I T AT UTWI L A-C .1CC -------- MTW-U*TZT . ---3
IN E1 T i9 AfT AA -- ZTUZN~kH AL ACE ICE BEST TIRUNI T)E TRLt
__-2 1 2__ L AC
ISAMPLE N-KL.Mb 1K-0 c ;VVT rI INTEF AL"IACFT18EST IACPT BEST
PULE Th'UNC TRUE ITRUE RULE TRUNC TRUE TiktJC-
16L1- 163 183 C.CS6 jC.l~b 1 169 0.1181 L.1v)
1 36 1 160 2 154 0.1.CCiC.117 1 146 C.14Cj C.IccI115 137 2 123 C.CSE 0O.148 1 123 0.173 C.ICOI 93 I114 2 5 C.CS7 C.2CC 1 100 0.220 C.1'o
I 70 92 31 '2 0O.C9C[G.22-ji 1 78 10.2941C.Cr,
I IP'= -F5 -4
nT---l--__ ZIfl7CET- TJ-A--aL I,;
7A WPLE -N LM 8ER T ~- -C L -0 A L FA A4 ND 0 8 -E -- A-
INTEYL ACCEPTANCtEST RUNCI RE I TL
m ~ e EtY
I INTERVAL 4 ACFTBEST ACPT IBESTIIRuLE TRUNt TRUE TRLE RULE TR;JNC TRUE T UE
Ii01 1 21 2 121 0.092 C.115 I 114 u.132 fC.Qjj
I 80 OUu i 6 G.CGG C.134 1 92 0,.171 (0. 6 19




L N T E' ACCEPIANCEI REST TRLINCJ TIU A TPLEj
ITER AL ACFI EEST ACTBEST
RLLE IRLNC ITRUE TRLE RULE TR'JNC) TFLEf TRUE
SAMPLE } 84 C.13 C.0L~ 1 1 Ij 0S C.C86 C.120 1 8 .3 .01 52 I 7i 2 6 C.CS9 C.142 1 64 0.19L!C.O'Y3
P C = j .-2 5u- L AFA C .1-50 0 1 .498 1S=~ C5
c UI A CJ. LLb LA.CL. BI1 As hi±2.L  - 43tl. I
SA~~E~t.3LTA C C L--------L
IINTER AL ALCEF1AtNCE 8EST TRLNCI TRUE TRUE
-S'A-M-rL -E T L -Me-E-A-FC---L __
ITERVSAL ACF1 3EST ACPT BEST
F41 ITFLN'C rRUE TPUE RULE TRLJNC IPLE TU65 1 o-C-AN1465 2 1 C 1 ?. 1i 1 77 1 F2 c'46 KA1l L 64O0.C871C. '3L 1 j580.156C.UJ
119
COMPUTER PROGRAM
4A IN "ATE z = j 17/(,/
1N~aL7-i'*i t RE C(2;0)
I N S I L N *-ALC0T(2CU MREJCT(2L
ZLr-L = L.CCL,LLCCCLJULCICC
1.. ;EAL(5,2C) ALFt, EEA FCIEv PIAL, P
2u ILMAT (5FIC.4)
IF (ALFA.LT.CJ TCP
I 1. L0 C-P
iF(P~...I~C)GC IC 135
I-S1uP I.CCC-ALFA
iluu C E L m CL C( I C (PFT uC I. C CC -FC N E P CN E oI .L LC- P 1 0)
h-i z()LCU-IC( (I.C0C-ALFA~)/EEIA) I/CLNCM
F-2 =(CLCG IC( 1.0CC-BETi, )/ALFA))/UENCM
S z CLCUlC(1.CC-PLE)/(.CCC-PTC))/)NC
IASa =(hl* /S(.C-)
a% If[ E (6,.1 IC)
Ito t1 i4MAT (I C, 9/ , - -- - - - -- - ~
~IrTEL( 6.1 ') FCNE, ALFA, FlI, S
114 * LPVLA' 11 A I PF. F01I~ lA f ='F ., ., l ,I), lH = ,
11b ELRMAT(' '914)90 Il~ P1'F6.'.,Xi ttA,5i,)jLX' -=#,F
A , I AN 1',14,IX, I I
A1 IC~T (6, 1.8 ) 6~, ,----------
HCCFSt-1 4J-2
1FHCLP: ..LTI15.CCC) GC IC 140
13J FCFMAT('C',1IV SIZE CF yATRIX Ft'ATfRX IS NUT S'FskAiENT. CASE GMIT
igAL591CJ ALFA, dLT49 FCNE, PTo~Cv P
REAQt59t55) ISKIP




C0 17 1 1 ,2C
166 LCIINLE
C
c ELILT ALCEPINCE ANO REJECTI(N ARRAYS
200 K = 0




IFIL.IFF.C-T.2ERL) MACGPT(l) z M4CCPI(I) I.
M~A = !ACFTI)
IFtOA.LT.LIP I T) CL T:: 2!C
N =rN 41
21G iLCITb\LL
.215 -LIAW(C '41F~tY LENCT1- CF ?'ALCPT EXCiEECEC. CASE C4"IiTTEJ.')
oA .(t~oC) ALFA, BLT.A, FCNt, FTiAG, P
CC IC 1' .
120
*~~141N J~-ATE E~3i/4t
i(L;I.FC TZ E kC) N N+ I4
LC 26,. 1 Il'
x (p. .LCC -l/
= xfL~1L
I 1 . CT L IN IT CC TO i
N =N+1
246L %:L Ar[Io.L L
2-P5 ic = j
IA = C
IA =MrdJL II I
I t = iALCF1 ( I
1F(IA.Gl.IE) GL TC 314t
C
L Fk~iv LL"L TC H2
L~ IL 1G Ic + 1
thSJLF Mi EJtT(l) -I
i4N = I R~E . I i I) - I




c FH CA '2FiC IC tC
.14 IA = Ix + I
NzSTLP = EJ(Til) -I
MNEA = PI - I~
FFLLAI #I. I( I (P\E NNE) FN1 ) tB(1
PN AT A(IF , ) 15 )=FACCPT
GL TC. 375
L
C FFCil k IC R
c
J20~ eLCM~P = PACCftil)
L;= Ic + 1
P= fimEJCT(IE)
IFUfv.G1.tCCI'F) GC TC 35C
6%S TA ir G
N.SIL.F IieJC(C - 2
V'U' = C.NE
lv~W= P8EJ(T(IC) - 1.
C LFJ f~ CL
CT
3 50 IL =IL -I
351 I A4
PN. It= A L7(X
LALK UC (N I IvS~' xPR PE9ML
ALU z~H~N,'~ * t-lINCN I(fvNE'A-N(jL0,CP,k)
OALLFT = FACCFT + ACCPT
Ps"A r~xIIF, 11,15 =F4CCF 1
121
CA~ bECC1.1.2TP I2 IC C 41
N A I UL = Iv A L( I )
CL TL IC
35U lf(PIAL0r1(1)).eI.NATURL) GC TO 4C
I NEc AL
L.
L FfkLi' A IL i
315 IL = 1 L; + 1(\S ART=IX(
NISLF = 'FE.,( T(IC) -2
MI?' = LSAf
ML = (-1)
rt\Em = ?PtEJC((C) - 1
CALL 6CI\1F NTP~INA,,N,,CC
CU rL ZSl
L NATUPAL T LOCA1ICN PCINT
4w; ftRIUL6,4 C!)
4s~ 1 FrLIMAT 1 15)- - -- -- -- -- --
IIRlc'C,.4C6) NAILRL9 FTFLEA
4JO FCFMAT(' i,14A9,'INATURAL IA-LNCATICN PO1NT=',i5,9),'T4UF ALF,'',F7.
14 t ; X 9 I11)
P IRLE6-PPA IF) (2,l),tiS)
.'RFIE(6,1C7I) FIRLEd
~6 FLC Ftfv AT( I* , 15X ,
413 1 A= X--I
Ti.LtAA=1 .L
TFLEAt;=1 .C
I A TL-= C




42J iFLk MAT(l 11A ISAMPLE ?'LMEERI 1- 0 L C A L f A I hC L C
le E I A , ,)
42 ' i'THE ,422 )4s FLF,,Al(' - 4.,91 INTEP AL IACPTIEST I IACPTIHSTI
I T (f 2
4i4 FuF MAI(' 1114W1I IPLcITRUNCI TkLEI IM..LEImULEITPUNCI




5k,1C = 1 -11 1
Ic F IA L=; .AU I' (C 1 C .165)
ZC 5 10 I=1,t14
P'A L F A = L
IC ILP=TL TALF+F IA1PX (19l,,)




VAIN L)ATE =80233 7C/~
T.iLEAA=1.CCC-1l(EI,1,PCNEILrEM')
li LL~t=FLE (2 IFT., 09INC FEM)
UL TL 57C
550 l tL =YCCF 1 ( IA)
'4 thh r =j- tC f I A +1
tl3 l -ICuLF=(t'LfFi4MKIGHT)*C.
TC 1AL=Ti\LL( I PALF 5,P"NE t' ICL;LE-lvACCPT I A)
l~AuL~4Pr~ GC TC 56C
UL TC 5-
:)t u 1HLkAA=:I.ICC-jClAL
c C L JA~ eCE T
L
57c TL1ALkl=PAJF) (,iX+,p15)
I hi CL L % = L
It-CI L C :l=2
lF(TLrALP.L1.tkA) G'l TC 5i7
Wa' ITE (6,571)
~R II tE 6 1
RU I T 1 1 e ~ 41)-
~I~dL5i5) ACCFT(IX), IQICHT
515~ ~~ F ', T 1)tl I59IX,'l ',5tLX,' I -UNCEF.- I-UNJLF.- I -LNCE
IF.- i -LICch- 11~)
1 1%. 1 LH I
CL [C 5tLC
577 CL 5ey 1:1,14
lLlALV C74LP4I-MATkX (2 Ix+1, I)
IHI-LTALP.Cl.eeLA) GC IC585
565 l~o'eLiA.Li.i) CC TC 59C
i .tLxL'=I.C+( (LLCGIu(t3E 1-FPA1fXf2,IX,15) I -ELLCC(PM1TPXC2, Ix, l))
1/CLC1(.C[C-PT.C))
tiFTS=AC l IX). 1NCF E





TI AL: IRLE(2 ,MkETA,PT %C?'ICELE-I"ACCPl (LX))
IF1;IDCLE.EC-tPIIGHT) GC IC 5S5
IFHlLfAL .CT.ELTA) MLEFT=MIGOLE
1Ff 1LAL.LE.21E I iAIG.l=J.IiCL[
GC TC, 5c3
i'LP I SS=.1tC L E
TikLt A=1.0;LC-tUF(1,MEE~tAPCNE,MICCLE-MALCI'J(Ix))
51 IF(TXUJLAA. LL.ALIA.A'%O.T1PLEA2 .LE.eET A) IHCLCA=l
IF(FHuLA.Li.LF8.ANC.NLEEE.LE.8ElA) IHCLCE=l
l-(I-LLAE4.i.CR.IHCLEE.EC.1) CC TC 70J
I F I A TL F.EC .I) GC TO 41 E
c ULIPLf ANC FEELPi%
LAE, PtjEiAoNCFISS TIkUEEt, I 7UEl
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If (II .LE .5e)C I G c 5CC
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572 FCFMAT( ',4X,1ISAPPLE NUM-EERI H 0 L 0 A L F A A N J
lo T A 0 )
513 FCFiMAT(' I 1,'I INER L IACCEPTANLE 13ES1 I1lLNC;I T "MI TIPUE
574 i-LtdAT(' 14I),11 FFKC? TLI I RLLE M I FECINT I ALF A
7 14 1 , A r'i
IF(iICLLA.NE.1-CLP.) CC TC. 72C
I(I -. LP f5S .C E % LF 1S) 1, 4T E (6 4 0) MACCPrCIX ) 91 IG HT , MALFA t NLP[S
19 rRUEAA9 IkRLEAd3
LF0i.CPISS.tT.NCFISi .4R1TE(6,74C) MACCPTuIXa, iRIGHT, ?P3ETA, NOPTS5
720 iFflI-LLLA.&.4C) GO TO 7-,C
GL TL 5C
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P N = I'1? 4 1
4 4A) = PA) 4 1
i.C t20 NN(i = ITARTtNSTCP
SLI' = .CiC
If yAk. E. ,.t'C.PAX.EC.NTSCF) MAX = MAX -I
6L, 81J NCLI = PINMAX
SUP = SUO 4 FiCEC(NCLC, L ST ) 4 8 1NCMICI:)FF AE -t'CLD tf PC
81(J CC NTIirv
Piro (NNL NE 0 SLM
M X= ?OgX 4 1
SCCiILE
IF(INEACC.NE.1) Gt2 TO E5C
IFL IIT=0
LL 6 3 C NNE1f TTNSTCF
FivtA( I ,J~, FCltT)=PFC E(NNEWoNEW)83u LLIIJLE
LAST LtSI 4 VAiGIL
MAG4IC = ?AGCC (-L)
i; E I U f
E N C
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INC Iw FL I~ C I I Rft4'L/(
R A r i. = P/i.
1 F( N. L IK I CL. IL '2)
V INL I 4 * h
If (K . 06~. (C IC 910
Cli 'ILU L I tO
e m pI= 13 lf.LIvI * R.ITI L * (N-0-1,) L
c;IQ COII NLL
6jL IC S3(
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